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MORE  ANCIENT  DOTS  TO  JOIN   Part One 

 

Era
 

Underlined phrases mean it has an illustration here and in Part Two 
 

1Ancient Ægypt ~ AHA / Menes ~ 3127 to 3114 BCE  Where did he arrive from & who did he defeat? … 
2Australian visit declared at Bambara-Kariong –  map of the trip. Map “around 3,000 years old”,  is sideways 
3Aztec, Guatemala, Inca, Maya ~  Graham Hancock’s  3114 BCE  postulation: based on computer programs 
4Sumerian Planisphere ~ Köffel disk ~  a celestial clay disk  showing incoming for this  same computerized  date  

Was it a Fifth Sun visit?  The one which happens every 3,600 give or take decades in Earth years?  
5The J676 - Dec 680-695 CE  was a Fifth sun, Wormwood  (the ‘star’) and    Ison/Nibiru/Zha.am.i.                

Go back 3,600-ish  [less 676 (added to calendars)  “froze solid” ] = 2924 B.C ± using  Y 2 K  computer programs 

Why did Livestock-dependant civilizations suddenly move all at the same time ?  Answer – no grazing.   
Either Earth turned & or volcanic activity poisoned the grazing ground/ - same for the Vikings ca  i79 CE 

(Prefix symbols  ј = I or i, ф Ф = [Roman 1,000]  is not  M  M M M M M M M M  which means  Mega  –  the Great  by any font ) 
 

INTERESTING THAT   
the date for a FIFTH SUN working back from around J676/j680/695*, would be approximately  2,924 BCE.  A Mere 190 Earth years from 3114 BCE. 

Given that takes ca. eighty ± years for the incoming and outgoing mini solar system to travel through our own, 2924 is very close to be 3114BC. 
Also given that our Earth years (orbits) were once 360 days prior to 705BCE ; then again sometime before that, the Mayan 260 days each… 
We can see at a glance that each elliptical orbit of the dead comet star Nemesis system never has the same length as any other. 
The OTHER PROBLEM we do have is the computer programs all being set to 676 years too far along, set worldwide in the year ‘2000’.  
This means the garbage-in-garbage-out principle applies. If a date shows 9,200 BCE on an astronomical clock, it needs to go back 676 years. 
So, saying, the date arrived at by using the astronomical clock found by Gantenbrinks robot is actually 676 years further back than  9,200 BC. 
THIS WILL APPLY TO ANY DATES PROVIDED BY COMPUTERISED PROGRAMS… making 3114 BCE as 3790 BCE, and the same for all of them/ 

*695  in Part Two MORE DOTS TO JOIN  see illustration silver goblet with J69½ engraved inside its lip 

VISITS BY THE NEMESIS SYSTEM  by any other name,  culminating in the latter/latest date number shown here in graph.  
Eg: observed  in 1971, the third prophecy of Fatima affected other planets from 2008, affected Earth orbit Oct 2013, 
damaging planets while leaving  in  2023.  This is called a Planetary Reset. 
Which year to pick as the fulcrum turnaround  date for purposes of the current visit?  
Comet ‘Atlas’ (Nemesis renamed by NASA which never does tell the truth), was deviated in May 2020, by off world 
peoples and secret space programs. Now it travels a new orbit of its own, without endangering Earth. C+F+ESTOMACH  
Our new moon arrived August 2022, the same occasion as the false Sol CME which was a Betelguese nova, 
supplanting the old moon  just as the Hidden Texts said it would, suggesting 2022 as a fulcrum date… 
Year dates chosen here are taken as the fulcrum of the visitors’ ELLIPTICAL ORBIT, which is never the same twice. 

3127 - 3114 BCE plus Orbit ca μ814 Add Orbit  μ814 ± Orbit  781 years 784 year Era 616 year Era 666 year Era 
Planisphere disk 

(G. Hancock)  
Age of Taurus 

from circa 
2924BCE 

To  3336 ±  

Ca 2300 BCE  
thereabouts [less]  

averaging 814 ± 
elliptical orbit  
age of Taurus 

= 1486 BCE 
Exodus, Tulli 

papyrus,  
ca.  1440 BC        

Age of Aries 

705 BCE* 
Hezekiah/Izaiah 

and Chinese 
records    Age of 

Aries cont 

i54  event 

i79 CE**                
Age of Pisces for 

another 2590 

i676 to ј717.  
A Fifth sun 

Wormwood 
came Dec J680 
peaked

J695*** 

1346/7 CE is 
At  2022/3 
+12 days  Orbit 

changed 
Oct. 2013 

Asteroid? Or … a 
passing mini solar 

system? 2924BC 

Conjecture, yet to 
re-search around` 
the 2300 BC era  

Santorini, shepherd 
Hebrew kings 

dynasty CA 1500BC 

Biblical Joshua 
Sun stood still then 
backed up 10 steps 

Nova?  Or Nemesis …   
54, 25 prior to  i79 

Sanhedrin Passover 

Commemorated 
by silver goblet 
Wormwood star 
AND Ison/Nibiru 

377.8 day orbit 
& growing, see 
Aztec Sunstone 

crop circle 

* from Hezekiah and Chinese records which said an extra 5 days (the Mayan ‘unlucky days’) had been added to our orbit, = 365.                                          

Mayan "sacrificial days". Baghavad Ghita Book II referred to them as "the deluded Maya"...  In Bibles "sun stood still for 1 day". 
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** i54 "Nova" coin, from 46BCE Julian (iulus) new kalends, to Herod census, up to  i79 culmination year: Sanhedrin Passover, crucifixion/Pompeii, 

concurrent to Norsemen forced to go a-viking: first and second centuries – seven hundred years sooner than history "teaches" us. Explanations in 

Part Two. i54 is 8 years from beginning of Iulus kalends of 46 BCE & 25 years before Crucifixion I.C.. Christ Incarnation. 

***taken from the silver goblet which had J69½  inside  it, so that the drinker was reminded  of that date.  Herculobis-Ison/Nibiru - & 

Wormwood/Atlas/Nemesis had arrived December  J680 to J695. James A Marusek Chronology of Weather Events 

Leaving a map of j719 showing The Irish Archipeligo, The English Archipeligo.  How do we know it was Wormwood?  

The Bibles/books were compiled/edited by the Nicean Council i325.   Warned by the Mathematical and Astronomical 

genius of Islamic scholarship three centuries prior to the event. When Ison-Wormwood woodcut arrived it did so as a FIFTH 

SUN, placing all of the United Kingdom ( united i604 by satanic King James 1 of all Britain aka James VI of Scotland ) under a pall 

of ice/water leaving only mountain tops free, with Ireland titled an Archipeligo  according to UK map i719. See it in Part Two   

The Little Ice age which had barely subsided from around the vulcanic events i412/536 extended then to around the year 

i854, (long enough for ice to defeat Napolean) but not finalised until i883 by great floods and mudslides. James A Marusek 

Followed by the "orphan trains". Around I890-I910, followed in I918 by genocide  from vaccines & electrical wiring. 

There are  dates  among these weather events  which were crucial to politics of new worlds.Eg; i666, ł845, ł871, ł883, ł906 

The firing of Chicago by a ufo, ł871 in the same manner of a political [i.e. E.T.] threat as the i 0666 Great Fire of London. 

 

     The M  great year, in  i6 1.  As  i.0 6 1 of the first millennium   
     V iz i79 plus 61 = the year (Anno) 140  (Domo)  of the ‘ House of ’   

Crown is  from i 10 ( 36 BCE ) in this instance  i 140, to  the    

late 400s as seen on the Hastings Tapestry   and into early 500s 
 

Pre Tudor ships. Advent of  LONGBOW  

Gown and fur covered in Y shaped sigils.  
 

Edyhe pronounced Edyth (Eadgifu) also spelt Eacdgyth  

married Edward the Elder 9 1 9  c+f+endnotes 2nd wife of this 

king according to this image, but  [g00gle] records have 

Edward the Elder married to Ecgwynn 893 mother of  

Athelstan and Edith, then Aelfflaed 899 mother of Aelfweard 

and Edwin of Wessex. As 3rd wife– 2nd & 3rd wife can mean ‘concubine’ 

the good queen 22 Edyhe (Eadgifu) 9 1 9  c+f+endnotes CE = i.79 <1000> 

Edyhe the good queen 2 and noble Mother of: 

Ethelstane ~ Edmund 9 3 9   ~Eldred …   

Kinges of England every each after the other                          
So saying that England was England date of this image  being  as follows below:  

To Chrifts,  Church, of Canterbury.  did give ☼ indeed ;  

according to this manuscript these three kings are from the same 

mother; whereas wi k i d p e d i a  et alia searches  do not say so 

The yeare Domo; MLXI : of Chrifts Incarnation. 
F o n t  i s  G o t y k  P o s z a r p a n  ( (Gotyk Poszarpan)    

Domo =  as ‘living in’, ‘inhabiting’ ‘the house of’ - which in 

those days meant "generations of"  or  "bloodlines of"…1 
LXI/61 years after the crucifixion into “the House of Christ” 

i e; i79  (I.C.crucifixion) plus "the Great year in LXI"  61  =   i 140 

( symbols  ј ф Ф [Roman 1,000]  is not  M  M  M M M M M  by   
any font; which means [O]Mega – the Great ) 

was England  already achieved, in the year 140, Anno Domo   

so making the Kinges  grandfather Alfred the Great alive 

very close to the times of the crucifixion in i79   C+F=GIGEGES 

of Christs:Incarnation= I C in earliests media following crucifixion, but soon stopped by the church 

The Caveats I hold regarding the validity of this image, are the early-ness of the English as a language we can still comprehend 

today in 1346-7, &  how close & soon after the crucifixion that a Church, of Canterbury was established!  By 140 Anno Domo  

Having said that;  it could also be highlighted how quickly humans have progressed from riding a donkey on Palm Sunday              
Day of death put for first.day 2 13 2  to invisible ships 9 100 3 New trick, the great ship colored, to watching APOLLO 20 MISSION on the moon (using Yandex) 

1 
The House of  can also mean Astrological & Astronomical. In this instance; the House of the Fish plural, which would be Pisces. 

Modern day teachers do not teach grammar, and the plural for fish as “fishes” has always been “Fish”,  as in ‘Octopuses’ are Octopi. 

What was the y ? 
Hebrew letter; for 
‘eye’  &  ‘see’ 

2 the good queen  2 

= concubine 

 2 For a concubine to have all 3 sons crowned king would mean the Christian idea of a ‘bastard’ would not apply. Why?  Because they were not yet Christian. 

The Two trees have a meaning too. They look like Oak, cipher 
for June 10 to July 9. One is in light & the other not= Freemason 
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We now know to remove <1000> invented years from our Y2K computer 

programmed (garbage in – garbage out) searches relating to before J583/676 .  

That makes this "5th Cent" (400s) as around 600 BCE & "11th " as the 1st Cent. 

After July 2nd  J676 we add back 324½ 

years to our invented modern calendar. 

We have also discovered that it took around 16 years to stitch Matilda’s Tapestry telling us the story of king Harald/ 

Harold and Hastings. She and her seamstresses completed the task  in what we are told was 1066.    So, how could the 

Hastings battle on the Tapestry be dated as 1,066 ? Especially when Harald/Harold was a Viking, raiding from First Century 
Let us remove first the 16 years in which many 

different ladies of various education & spelling skills 

laboured on it. This gives us around 1,050 for the 

actual battle according to the establishment; which 

was Viking  Harald against Norman Viking William 

the Bastard. Do you remember why the Vikings left 

their homeland in the first instant? The answer is: 

they had no food. So, when we see ‘1,050’, deduct 

<-1000> leaving us with ca 50 Anno Domo, or  i.129 
(79+50). Not one gun or cannon on view in the 

Tapestry, understandable since Marco Polo 

published about gunpowder on his return i.271 .

 

 

First, being the much earlier real date, we cannot presume this was a 

"Tuscan" knight, because if this date is earlier in fact than the kings 

became kings themselves – then there was no king yet to do that 

knighting. Not until ca. Ao Domo 144.   See Crowns in Part Two. 

With this date of "I180" we can do one of two things. 

We could deduct the 1000 because 180  this was before J583/676;  

or We could deduct 676 which is the overall number of years too 

many in our current calendar/ 

So it was either the year 180 which would include the first Crusade 

or it was I180 minus 676 making it i.504. From 410 – 500  is 

thought to be the end of Roman influence over English land.  
We will look-out to see if there was a reason in  i.504 for this~ 

Tuscany Knight to have thrust his sword into the petrifiable mud. 

 

This is a  

pheon cross.  

With even sized 

branches. The 

more you look 

the more you 

will see this 

emblem.  Popes 

wear it. This is 

not a crucifixion 

emblem. 

This is St George’s Cross. It is seen illustrating the arrival of a planet. 

                                                   C+F+Stonehenge  in  endnotes 

C+F= GIEGES – see map later. Alfred the Great referred to St. GIGEGES. Perhaps not spelt that way. Turns out St. George & 

his dragon appears in the first 100 years of the Crucifixion. The name of this channel hardly ever appears past the Celt 500s. 

Refers to The St.GIORGES
 ST. GEORGE’S Channel named above the CELTIC SEA in a very aearly map I had thought a fake 

because Ireland, Wales and England are named that way on the map referring to such times as the word CELTIC is 

suggested (a polite word for it) by the establishment, that ‘there was no such thing as Celtic’! After scrolling through the 

works of Nostradamus, born J503, I found literally over a hundred mentions of Celtique.  I’m going with his work, and 

NOT the luminati who have lied to the folk about EVERYTHING. History, food, healing, weather, money, science & E.T. 
 

2 13 2 Day of death put for first.day ~ First day of our new calendar is to be taken from the crucifixion date, the “day of death”… 
 

THIS is why I began our current calendar from i79. (I.C. crucifixion/Incarnation of Christ, see Part 2) 

Yet we still need to use Iulus/Julius Spring-Easter of 46 BCE for our current and newer  

calendar, because i582, when pope Gregorius altered that calendar, was still ‘pagan’ Iulian.  

Because it takes the death of a 33year old person (supposedly Immanuel Iscariot renamed Jesus)  

to make the martyr. See  2 13 2 “Day of death for first day”…  

THIS is why the dating of the Shroud matches our year 1347 …  into 2023/1347C.E.  
                                                                                                                             Year of the cat-rabbit 

 < -1000 > = 1st Century 

Taking ‘5’th century, 

the 400s, back 1000 

years becomes 600s 

Before Current Era. 

Taking “ 11th ”century 

back 1000 years as it 

is a continuation  of 
the fifth, means 11th C. 

is really the 1 s t"Century 

i.e. j79-80 to i . 1 80 
        See the real  date for the kings 

here & under the heading Crowns in Pt 2 

 
I u lus  

 X 
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Why the font?  Because it dates with the 4thC.ent/ 300s crown 

 
The same crowns seen in the Bayeux Tapestry  meant to be 700 years later 

It is just now I realized these 3 pics are not the same 

 

 

  
 

p r o n o u n c e d   no letter J til

 
If it the source you crave, my suggestion is you type into Ixquick or Yandex “Mansa Musa” and see for yourself. Take One thousand off any dates prior to j583. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

j009 font  is 46bc – 9 = 37BCE   Black sun and Sol 

Note that 46 BCE  is  year # 1 in the Julian kalends 
So, what was the reason for a new kalend for Julius ? 

#
1 year of  AD/ "Ao Domo" was in effect i80. 

And for Otto in July 2nd j676, for him undeniable, with all 

northern hemisphere rivers freezing solid over night. A new age 
 

 

Sideways map of  Ngliterra , Rlanila  & Scotia  
Note the Rune based  names of Ireland & Angleterre 
Maps were sideways from Julian kalends to  j686/7. A 722 

year orbit for the Nemesis system. In Viking rune NG/Ng 

refers to harvest, RL/Rl = forward advancement. This Proves 

theVikings were here BEFORE the Roman Londinium. 
➢ "sideways from Julian kalends to  j686/7"       C+F+endnotes 

These old maps are 
being made impossible 

to read, on purpose. 

Trying to discern a city 

at the Thames, with a 

name, cannot even be 

determined by the 

length of a name. Just 

that it is not Londinium 

nor the previous name 

of Pulowondon. Nor is 

it London, Therefore by 

omission, this map 

must be earlier  
than those which do. 
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Bambara-Kariong –  map of the 3200BCE trip from what we call Egypt.  Gosford Glyphs Analyses Part 3 video 

 

This map needs to be turned vertical,     

    sideways,.  So saying, Earth was 

turned at this period of around 3,200 / 

which was really ca. 3,900 BCE 

i.e. the “3127 to 3114” period,  false 

computer programming  adjusted.  Our 

planet was sideways again in Vallard atlas 

 

 

3114 BCE postulation: bibliography. A very long list of modern Establishment published  “peer reviewed”  

works,  complete with the computer programmed error instilled  by  Y2k  event (the “fixing” of the extra 

676 years), which then means that all dates (other than Chinese records) prior to Before Current Era 

need  that 676 years taken backwards. For instance ‘9,200 BC’ would be ca 9,900 BC. 

Or :  3,127 BC /3,114  BC  as  an average, say, ca.3,100 BCE  was really 3,776-3,800  or  thereabouts.  
 

Sumerian Planisphere ~ a celestial clay disk  Known as the Köffel Disc 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

The image on the right 
was taken by me in 2012. 

Do you see what it is 
telling us? 

This is a form of Ritual 
Mocking, also known as 

Revelation of the 
Method. 

 

REVELATION  for short 
 

TV ‘programs’ such as History Channel and 

Ancient Aliens are supplied by the See Eye Ay. 

As are Youtube, Wikidpedia, G00GLE, & Gaia. 

All under the "Galactic Federation" 

Noting again, the words “computer Analysis” ~ complete with the inclusive  

"Garbage - In – Garbage – Out"  :  that problem everyone is ignoring.  

You get out of it what you put into it.  

If you feed it lies, you will only receive lies.   

All scholars, including Graham Hancock and other truth-tellers are forced to 

accept answers from falsely programmed  date-timing searches. 
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Now that we have learned what the capital D stands for 

in mystery dating periods up to around the 500s ; 

(which has the Roman numeral D, by coincidence)  

We can decipher the D i492 on this map. 
 

D being Domo – inhabiting the year of – iulius 492 from 46 BCe 

In terms of our own calendar this would be 446 AoDomo 

Pointing out this is signature of Albrecht Dürer   
Who did “inhabit” the 500s 

 

You will notice the 
frequently used diagonal 

cross and pheon cross 
early in the Anno Domo era 

of the House of the 

Incarnated Christ. These are 

the same symbols seen in 
the Stone-henge crop 

circle and in woodcuts on 

Nibiru and Sarru’, from 
where come the 

crocodilian Messsssiah  
Marco Polo published in i271   Both Blemmy  &  Cynoceph appear in Piri Reis’   i531 Sanhedrin showing the new angle of equator & Crossing Over i79 

 Did you see this Saint Christopher was a Cynocephele ?  In many very early depictions he was also a very large giant. 

If anyone ever asks you “what does  AD really mean?” domini = lord, but dommini = dominated 

You can tell them : "Anno Domo. Living in the Year of " and nothing to do with ‘our lord’ 

‘Lord’ indicates Master. M’Aster. M is Orion and Aster is star. So saying “Orion Group overlord”. 
So, when you see ‘ascended Master’  ~  what does that truly indicate?    Keep this in mind for later. 

 
 

Byzantine coin from “054” =i 5 4;  25 years before 79 

s  

 

  
Black sun visitors, the Passover, at crucifixion 

 

 

        Two Suns 
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The one thing the Elders of the Elohim Alliances 

for the Living Library have been saying:~ 
Educate yourself, find discernment, protect yourself! 

Discern the ufo craft by their propulsion system, be 

it by using time, bending of light, or mercury based 

Vril, with an exhaust of radon light under the craft 

The Other form of deceptions played on humanity 

sits here. G00GLE is not limited to just this search 

engine. Wikidpedia is part and so is Youtube, which 

uses misrepresentation by means of  OMISISON. 

Wikipedia has recently been calling for donations. 

Do not be fooled. The Wikipedia platform is run BY 

both a military, AND the 1% richest people "  

 

  
Now, they lie about MEDBEDS & treatments. 
 

@January 2023we did a car trip recently, using goggle mileage which~ 

Why do they ‘vaxinate’ those they are euthanizing? 
 

yet again, told us nearly 100 klm less than it actually was over the 4hr trip. 

Baby-faced clone trying to 

influence your thinking 

  "                                          
                                           
“ 

 " 
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5 11 
The sea will not be passed  safely by those of the sun, 

     the Anakim will not pass safely over those   
    from Celestial Sea (Argo-Mantids)    
Those of Venus held all Africa.        
(They are the Vril under Antarctica) 
Saturnines  will no longer occupy their realm,       
(see Saturnines burnt by the Millers) 
And changing the Asiatic Adriatic part.   

5 24 
Raised under Venus the law and realm, 
     (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus) 
Is the law and realm raised by the Sun, 
Saturn will have dominion over Jupiters empire: 

By those of Saturn suffering worst fire.  
     the rings of Saturn have been disappearing 
The Saturnines – Anakim "of/from the sun"  
 burnt by the Millers: – the  Elohim Alliances 

6 17 
After the queues [orbits] the ass-drivers [Aurigans] burned, 
They will be obliged to change diverse garbs:        
(space suits – see Newald's details ) 
Those Saturnins burned by the Millers,       
Except the greater part which can not be  
will not be cowered    
             or covered. hidden        (the Quantum part)         The 
Elohim Alliances (millwheel of precession)  

The concern for me here is that the quatrains seem to say the Saturnines are negative in nature and that the Elohim Alliances 
for the Living Library (the Millers of the Millwheel of precession)  are "dealing" with them. The face Alec Newald describes of 
these peoples is quite opposite in nature to that described by the hidden texts (which derived from Chani a younger Elder). 
Reading Newald's CoEvolution very much brings to mind those Tall Whites of Charles Hall,  yet run by The Elders?. 
Another detail provided throughout these hidden texts is that of the "velvety square clouds" within which Newald clearly 

describes travelling at the invitation of the Elders. The same of the Sparsholt Crop Circle with two tablets of information.    
One a disc in binary. The other similar to The Ten Commandments tablet.  The exact  same day the Orion grey appeared in a 
crop square at Arecibo. Yet we only ever hear about the Orion Grey. No one has EVER published a translation of what the 
Elder was trying to tell us. For me this is a pointer that the "dark energies" kontrolled the matter. 

 
177 years is mentioned in the Epistle to Henri II 

9 72  (3 shars/fifth sun orbits = 10,980 of our years) 

Again will the holy temples be polluted, stargates 
And plundered by the Senate of Toulouse, 
Saturn two three [6] cycles completed,                         177 years 
Second Saturn (Nemesis/Saturnines)  three orbits completed 
In April, May, people of new leaven. 
Extraterrrestrials and see GREATEST ONES SUSPENDED IN THE AIR PISCES THRU TAURUS 

 

Speaking of Events Come True ~ January 3rd 2023,  in Yuletide (within 
the 12 days from December 25),  incoming meteor caught on carcam, 
seen dissolved by orbs. See images here,  & pdf PREQUEL TO SEQUEL   
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6 17 3  Those Saturnins burned by the millers, (Saturnines –  negative Anakim.)  
Millers of the Great Millwheel of Ages = The Elohim Alliances  

2 88     appears in  ISON- NIBIRU SOLAR SYSTEM   
Le circuit du grand faict ruineux 
Le nom feptiefme du cinquiefme fera: 
D'vn tiers plus grand l'eftrange belliqueux. 
4. Monton, Lutece, Aix ne garantira.    

PARIS  = IN APR.  in sheep 2027 

2 88 

The circuit (orbit) of the great ruinous deed,           N I B I R U  
The seventh name [Earth] to the fifth will be:          
Earth is the 7th (rock) to the fifth place counting from Pluto 
Of the third greater the stranger  (is) vexatious:        Uranus  
Sheep (the year), Paris, [in April] Aix (Auriga) will not guarantee. 

“counting from Pluto” ~ yes, Nostradamus knew about Pluto. The “three greater” are the gas giants. Aix : the goat to the left (Auriga)  
4 20 Throughout its realm the fleur-de-lis [Anakim] deserted: 
4 67 1 The year that Saturn and Mars are equal fiery  
4 86 1 The year that Saturn will be conjoined in Aquarius   So 4 86 and 5 91 are paired  
5 11 3 Leur regne plus Sol. Saturne n'occupera, 5 11 Saturn no longer occupies their Sun realm,    J557 Ed see 4 67 &  5 14 
5 14 1 Saturn and Mars in Leo Spain captive,  
5 24  The realm and law raised under Venus,  Saturn = Satan & Jupiter = laws and contracts, 2  Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter:  
5 24 3 The law and realm raised by the Sun, 5 24 4 By those of Saturn enduring the pyre... The Saturnines, Anu  

5 49 
Not from Spain but from ancient France 
No one elected   for the quaking barque (Earth)         means  n w o / w e f  and their Selected 
To the enemy [deep state] will a promise be made, 
He who will cause a cruel plague in his realm. 

 

 

 5 52 Un Roy fera qui donra l'oppofite, 
Les exilez eflevez fur le regne : 
De fang nager la gent cafte hypolite. 
Et florira long temps fous telle 
enfeigne. To initiate  Transhumanism: 
see Hopi Prophecy Rock. Two branches 

5 52 One King who will give opposition, 
The exiles raised/flow over the realm: 
The pure(blood ) poor people to swim in blood, 
Marburg 
And for a long time will it flourish under such a 
device.          To initiate  Transhumanism 

5 62 2 Sun in the Orient, Saturnines in the West:  
The realm and law raised under Venus, (Valiant Thor said he came from Venus) Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter: = legalese 
5 87 1 The year that Saturn is out of/beyond excluded its control (bondage-orbit) By those of Saturn suffering the worst.  
5 91 4 By those of Alba when Mars is in Leo & Saturn in Aquarius  
6 4 4 Saturn, Leo, Mars, Cancer in plunder. 
6 23 Coins depreciated by the design of the realm,    
£ 2488 Template reference 7 2 3  Noir blanc a l’inde diƒƒimulez en terre, Black  white greysmasked  Indigo outer spacesack cloth/black goo on land, 

IS  ANCIENT ALIENS USE UNSAFE INFLUENZA NEEDLES  LIE 

SUBNASAL  SINE  URANIL (Grayles from Urania)  CARBORUNDUM  LEANT  INFERTILE  EON –  
SEIZE ALL INFANTILE FROM SILLIER LAZI TRENDIES. 
 IS  ANCIENT ALIEN:  USES UNSAFE INFLUENZA NEEDLES LIE.  
USE BROMIDES UNDERMINE LIBIDINAL ZEAL,  IT MINERALIZES BRAIN,  

 DULLS IN DELIRIUM,  LATER IS BLINDERS ON ALL – X 

ADMINISTERED IN INOCULATION; MODEL STILLBORN. 
FRIENDLIEST ELITE (such as JFK Jnr)  UNDER INTERNAL  ICELAND   
STILL  IDEALIZE, VIA  INFINITE URANITE SAINT’S  (Germain)  
REAL NESARA LIFELINE e n d n o t e s  INTENDS ETERNAL RESILIENCE 
NESTLÉ BRAND  C.E.O REALIZES RUNS MILD BURN IN BRAIN – 
FRENZIED ARAB ALLAH-LU LUCIFER  IS A MIND NADIR. the very pits   
INFIDELS  IN  RURAL RABID RUIN  IDEA 

ANZAC SOLDIER  ICON DEFINITION  (rising sun) IS TIMER - 
FORERUNNER  TERRIBLE FEBRUARY  OMEN  see in ABBA Acknowledgements  1 21 3  and 1 6 4 CAME TRUE 
BRAZEN INNUMERABLE BURLIER ILL-BRED SARRU, SAURID LIZARDS DINE ON MEN 
 IN SECRET CLEMENT [iulus] BULL EDICT UMBRELLA cover LEO (pope?) ROMAN . 
SERCO CERN MADE BOAT(Earth)  OFF CENTRE, IS INLAID BUILT BILLIARD ORBIT  MENU 

 

BURNED INSANE ALA LU SATURNINES   (see 3 quatrains about the Saturnines being burned by the Millers) 
TRIED RUIN TERRA FOR MILLENNIA - IDEALIZED BURDEN-NOUN  leftover from mining DESERT BURNOUT 
MILD, LAME NELL MEAD DETERMINED  CENTURIES LINES FINDS: 

OF BIZARRE FROZEN RESCUE  (ice age)  CAT 2023 DIURNAL-ADORE/ Sept 19-22  REMINDS IOU ALL 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs
9vY9U7Y&app=desktop                  (C+F+ESTOMACH)           = 

  

Black outlined half circle is Nibiru 

Red circled is SARRU 

Blue circled is a black cube 

With our artificial sun 
Photo by Barb Jones Jan 6th ’23  Florida Gulf 

  Indigo is the word Da Vinci used to describe the ‘sack cloth’ event. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
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1 65 3. Au puy brifes:fulgares allant mouldre: J557. Ed.  Then fuse event to divide the pulley system (orbit) 

EMU-POSSUM  ALUMNI  NELL MEAD FOUND GUILE REMAINDERS,  AND UR E'YA YOD  

IS PLEASED. NOSTRADAMUS: URGES IN MY BELLYFUL  ! =  C+F+estomach, see in the Preface 
 HOST CAME  CAT/2022 tiger 2023 cat/rabbit ~ HAS SHOT H COMET,   MAE. In Taurus 

 

“Nostradamus wrote in the letter to his son Cesar  
 "car la parolle hereditaire de l'occulte prediction     The hereditary diction of  the  hidden prediction is the name 
CRIPPLED CRITERIA – TOLERATE CONCEALED ALLIED HOUR (HI DUAL ROLE HOUR ALL DIE (dee ay is in Virgo) A.I (art 

intell/computer) HOLD RULE.  The “crippled criteria”  is those who we placed in government are not doing their best 
for the interests of humanity or the Earth… 

sera dans mon estomach intercluse". will be blocked/held – locked in my stomach   

E S T O M A C H 
COMETS  H  (May 13 – June 9)  ACE HOST CAME HAS SHOT COMET CAME, CAST HOME Earth MA Oct.  (yes Oct 2013)  

A.C.E. = Andromeda Casseopea Elohim. This came true, see above 

AiSE COMETH MATCHES O (orbit)  HATE-HATS COME (red hats false rapture) ETCH  MAE- CAT 2023 

SO MOST ACHE five gee, SAME AS TO A.C.T. HOMES. 

HE it, asteroid/comet MASCOT A TOE CHASM,Adriatique Italy  A is a date of Car – Dec 22 – Jan 1 

COH trig/numerators/Anu  MATES  COSET  HAMS (Negro)   ACT 
in LEONARDO EA     SAME TO HC, HC collator AS TO ME      
         Taken from another interpreter of Nostradamus, Peter 

Kubina… who was, apart from Allan Webber, the only 

other person I have seen to take anangrams seriously…  

but for both of them, overlooking the celestial visitors. 

From Peter: 
 

The translation: because the hereditary word of the occult 

prophecy will be locked up into my stomach. The word 

"stomach" was always a great riddle for the interpreters. 

Someone translated the word into "inside, middle", Leoni for 

example into "the grave". 
I found out another meaning for the whole sentence, that can be 

formulated like this: 

[car] la parolle hereditaire de l'occulte prediction...     

The hereditary word of the occult prophecy...  
Now we have only to complete "is" and the key-word itself. We 

transform the word "mon...estomach" into "est(omach) ... 

nom".  
We get: La parolle hereditaire de l'occulte prediction est nom ...  
And the "nom" we can create by an anagram of the rest of the letters 

And yet – this interpreter still managed to leave out part of the intended words to be anagramed. He ignored the word ‘car’  

Which is a triple method date for Dec 22 to Jan 1    and missed the ditrochee between ditaire and de 

car la parolle hereditaire. 

RADICAL E.T. HEALER REPAIRED RARE PILLAR CALLIOPEasteroid 

AERIAL REAPER LIAR  DEAL A.I. REPLACE  PROLE, ALL AT PERIL.   
POLAR PILE  PHALLIC PEDO LACERATE, DIARRHOEAL APRIL, 
PALE TALL HE-ROD PIRATE, A REPTILE, PLEAD ‘HEROICAL’ .     
RECALL HER PRIOR ALLIED A.C.E. CARROT  CELLAR  RECIPE 
ALERT LEPER: PARALLEL LEADER; LATER RAILED TO REAL HELL. 
(reminder “lettered ‘fire brigade’ [help] = guillotined dead”) And did 

you see military arriving after major floods looking like they had come to 

assist, hang around for photo ops, then bugger off ? 

o CALLIOPE also means a Muse of Epic Poetry “HER” 

o PILLAR  is Milky Way 

o REPLACE PROLE the folk with transhuman 

o POLAR PILE are the fallen ones from Pleiades 

o A.C.E. Andromedan, Casseopean, Elohim  

o ROOT CELLAR ALERT was in WHAT ARE THE CHANCES 

o LEPER is cipher for those who do not educate themselves 

o PARALLEL LEADER – the E.T. Deep State, & or a Biden 

o PALE TALL HE ROD   Grayle or Tall Whites 

 

  

 

. de l'occulte prediction fera dans mon 

CROCODILES PESTERED DNA = MALFUNCTION 

DID DOLE-FUL OMNISCIENCE PROTRACTS DNA 

ADULTERER COMPLAINS OF CAPITULATION IS  

DOMICILE  R.O. DIƑCONNECTS FROM POTENCE 

❖ DOLEFUL a pun. Control humans via the dole 

❖ R.O. Regency Order of the Andromeda Counsel 
❖ This line on its own has a full page of information 

eftomache interclufe 
COUNTERFEIT LECHERS FAME AIM VIA CERN 

MENACE:  CORE OFF CENTRE,  S.S.  TO TRIM OFF 

TIMER. orbit HENCE LOST CAUSE. ACCUSE, THEN 

LOSE TOUGH, ECHO again  IN ALE    May 13 to June 9 
car la parolle here 

RECALL RARE HOPE - CELLAR REAPER = HERO 
ditaire. [CELLAR  REAPER AREA]ADDER date Feb18-Mar17   

TIED A.I., EAT DIRE ARID DIET. TIRADE,alarm RIDE 

AIR TIDE RADII orbit EDITED, READ: ADDER TRIAD 

E.T. TRIED EDIT RED ERA;  IDEA:  I.T.E.R  AID.  
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£  3770 10 99 4 Plus vigilance & cuftode aux maftins. 
  VIGIL: SCOUT CETUS ALIGNMENT              (C+F+CETUS) 
    (and  in pdf YULE. C+F+YULE for the same event) 

 

£  3450 7 21 4 e mettre à mort uy & ƒ  herant. 
  [ ] Putting to death  him [satan] and his following. 
D.O.M. ON STONE: UTTERLY DENOTES ADHERENT /to follow  
YEAR DEEM'D YULE AT JULY 676 - MATTER'D TRULY 
MORTAL SON HEARD, YET DONATES ADHERANT/stick to  
 EMULATORY/copied D.O.M.  ON  HEADSTONE: 
HE DIED ANTE-MORTEM CAT.   

(He died before he died, 2011, [the] cat year, then, j566. ) 

REMOTE HOT COMET MATTER RENAMED ATLAS:  
TO  ARMAMENT  THE THREE/ ArmMargEddan 

o Ante mortem = in this case (death) before death 

quatrain  2 13 Day of death put for birthday:- reincarnation, his.               
   See SVR OCTOBRE 2017, NOVEMBRE 2020  Folio 6 
= Trump’s tenure 

also stated on a frontispiece as “died dead”. He was found standing up dead 

2nd July j566.  It was 2nd July 2017 he last came to me by cronor visor. 

5 9 4 Lors par aftuce duc a mort attrape. 

AFTER CETUS  RE-ACCUSTOMED:  from south to north 

MADE  PROTRACTED FAR APART  ADORE DATE – 

 October  - the 'great translation' 

MEAD’S ALARM-ALERTS  

APPLE/Yule  RAT DATE/2020 CAT/tiger 2022, 2023 

 FATAL CRAFT/ship/Earth  PARTS  UPROAR  

AMATEUR  ARM,   CREATORS,  PATROL  POLAR  PROP      

    DROP,  as in Hopi Rock  drop  REACTS  PROP nature 

AMORAL  RAPTURE  DRACULA  ADEPT CAPTOR:   

 ATLAS/Nemesis  DETRACTS  FROM  FACTOR  . 

asteroid pathways       

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-
content/uploads/2015/12/YULETIDE-Dec.-22-2015.pdf 

 

Green 
Sarru 
EXPAND the 
image to 
see the 
blackcube 
with its 
shadow 
cubes 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/YULETIDE-Dec.-22-2015.pdf
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2015/12/YULETIDE-Dec.-22-2015.pdf
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See images here,  & in pdf PREQUEL TO SEQUEL published 
July 2022 – 3 weeks before the Nova event happened then 
disguised by media as a CME from our own sun/star. 
In deed of fact, as seen in a crop circle appearing in the above pdf 
on Folio 7 of the Hidden Texts website; this needed help from the 
Elohim Alliances for the Living Library, by which they collected all 
of their golden cubes into one massive sphere protecting not only 
Earth and moon,  but also Nibiru/Zha.am.i. 

 

This nova still managed to burn Alaska… Which event also 
did not appear in any media. The events were described by 
CHANI as "Fuse Event", by Nostradamus as “Grand Pulse” 
and by the Casseopean Files as "Wave Event". 
When looking at the Youtube blurb here, keep in mind that the 
Hidden Texts former website had the NOVA event published 
(from Allan Webber’s 2008 Template)  May 2011 to February 2012/ 

  

              

 
 

Noting the media always gives a hint, because they are 
always using Ritual Mocking. Coincidence that this is exactly 
where Alaska was on fire? Except you were not told that 

 

 

 

Grand Pulse Published 31st May 2011, former website Asteroid Comet Meteor  3.3.2012.              Fuse Pall Rip  28.11.2011.  
 

Since the old former website had to be closed down, due to my being allowed to receive the cipher codes late 
in 2012, then all I have for evidence of publishing prophecies in advance of the event predicted relating to the 
Betelguese Nova, is from the old former website work pages… 
 

 
C+F+CARBORUNDUM 
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here I was hi gh l i gh t i n g  wor k  being transferred by my old web- 
site man, to its new Topic Folio;  getting ready for easier searches 

My point? Nostradamus predicted the Nova & i published it 10 years ago 

Nebula Nova  published  February 2012 former website Fuse Year 12.6.2011. ‘Grand Pulse Continued’ & FUSE, PALL, RIP 
 

 

Loudly warning about CME… 

 

Crickets about NOVA 

 

 

Obfuscation about bright flash of nova 

 

 

 

Nibiru is 14 times the size of Earth, regardless of who tells you otherwise 

 

The very largest sphere is the GoldenCube 
shielding Earth AND Nibiru;  just as in crop circle 

The tiniest is Earth, with 

Nibiru/Zha.am.i in the waves 

The prophecy itself in  PREQUEL  TO  SEQUEL made public  
by these hidden texts several times in the last 10 years 

£  3238  5 9 4   MORT death STAR/Nemesis PROPELS PART~ROTATES POLES. POLARSTARS AT  RE-ACCUSTOMED CETUS
£  1306 4 63 2  ALLAN/Webber PRINTS PERTAINS ROUTINE CETUS PLANES SPIRAL  NT north TO ST south 

£  2371 5 85 3 SCOUTING MASSING SUCTION UNCOILS CETUS SEA MAP CONSTELLATION SIGNS. 

£  2383 5 97 3 CITED ESCAPED FIRST SPACE FURIES (Aug. 2022) PREDICATES FIRES ASPECT. CETUS IS SURFEIT higher  

                      .  CERN PUTS CORE OFF CENTRE 
o CORE OFF CENTRE  C+F+10 100 3 

o BURNED INSANE ALA LU SATURNINES see the three quatrains SATURNINES BURNED BY THE MILLERS 5 11.  5 24. 6 17.  

see also in  ST GERMAIN Part Three May 24  ’21    C+F+   £ 4   1 4 1   page 6  

“Thor/Enlil draco-greys FEAR VANIR/Eddur-Eloim RISE  UP SUN”   There wsa a pdf-forum titled TOW THE SUN 

ATLAS  Nemesis BURNT BY THE MILLERS  see Three Quatrains herein tell of Saturnins being burnt by the Millers 

£  3020   = "The Saturnins burned by the Millers."  
£  3020 2 91 4 Allan Webber’s Template  2 91 4 Par glaive, feu, faim, mort las attendants, ('i' = 'j' and 'y' H/aphesis used)       
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 2 91 4 By double edged sword, fire,* famine, death awaiting them.                                 Happening right now! 

LAST   

M (Orion group) ATLAS –  (the NEMESIS system);  IS     

• * fire Recall  what Kissinger said “if you do not accept  N  W  O  we will burn you all down” see 1 33 3 – how apt, using the lum.in.at.i 
favourite number 33. The word FIRE is a recurring threat! 

• ** I have a document titled  Orion Technology, an interesting read indeed, if anyone wants a copy just email me. 

 

  
This will be studied in depth later. Where is it? Almost certainly photoshopped.Philadelphia i845. Is it a Revelation of the Method? 

 

  

London Ao i666 Also needs further study, other than the same craft 
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FROM 

from  GIANT SPIDERS 
£ 1965 1 79 3 Car Bourd. Thoulouze Bay.  metra en ruine 
Carcassone, Bordeaux. Toulouse Bayonne. made  ruined 

TINY UNNUMBERED LAZY AUTO LABOURER/bots IN HAZY CARBORUNDUM OOZE. 
(nano goo) THREE BACTERIA E.U., BACTRIA. (Three hour EUBACTERIA in chemtrails) 
And the nano particles which are computers in chemtrails CORRELATION BUREAU 
[elite] OUTNUMBERED ABOUT HIRE HE CREATURE [Zeta He Rod] …  
Bactria is Afghanistan and E.U. is European Union  
CARBORUNDUM a very hard black solid consisting of silicon carbide, used as an abrasive. 
See also ''Black Goo''  

11 97 4 Par de Chalon & Moulins tous hachez.  c+f+trapezoid in Free Sasar Energy 

INCONSPICUOUS hard to see  TRAPEZOIDAL HUMANOID  SHAPED NANO SPIDERS 
COLLAPSES  HOCUS POCUS HAZARD/time gates  IN CACOPHONOUS  MINUTES 

 

 

Anyone recall in the Chani Project – the words :  ‘time colide’ (sic)  ? 

9 98 AffligezLygonnoisMolité    codes within codes  of the Capitalized words       pairs  11 97 4 above 

pointing out that I am working on ST GERMAIN PART FOUR at the same time and had just recalled something about 
collapsing time in that article ! Here it is : 

SELF LIMITING SNIFFLING NAZI ALIEN GOONS MOLESTING ZOOLOGY,  AGONIES  IN GLOOMY OFF-LIMITS  MILES 
SMILING FELON LEONINE : M.E. MAGNETIZING, SEIZING, MINING,  GOO STOLEN  INFINITE  TIME  OFF LISTING GEM . 
LEANING FOOTINGS,  ZONE  EMITS  SLIMY  SMELLY  MOIST  GOO/carborundum-black goo  FOAMING, TO FILL-IN 
o FOAMING – recall all those empty ocean bays where the water mysteriously receded ? It went below 
o OFF-LIMITS  MILES refers to the Deep Underground Military Bases 
o Earth is leaning off centre. This changes the temperatures where black goo has been kept contained, which is what the 

Falkland Battle was all about. Filling in these deep underground places with ocean foam, which is where the bays have 
been emptying into.Noting that the ciphers include the word ship as well as gem for Earth and listing is a naval term. 

GEM – cipher for our « alluring blue ball » Earth BUT ALSO       The G-E-M: The ELECTRODES Placing BLACK GOO Into ALL 

PSYCHOTRONIC Operations INCLUDING INOCULATIONS AND TATTOO INK @ 16:50 MIN  www.youtube.com/watch?v=U43c0Gy2zew  
NOT ONLY FILMING ILL FAME, FLOGGING FIGMENT EMOTIONS  LET LOOSING MENTAL EGOTISM/ loosh, their food 
 TO ALL LAZY FOOLS, LIMITING ONES IMAGINATION, AIM INFLAME... A.I. OFTEN GENTLY, SLYLY, LISTENING IN 
o the mind benders ensuring humans do not know too much, preventing the creativity we all have but they do not 

ZIONIST FIT :  FOIST NEOLOGIZING STING, LIFTS OFF STIFLING LAMENT  FLOODING FLAGS MAL- ALIGNING  LIST  
o NEOLOGIZING STING hiding bad things behind a different name, such as aspartame and MSG 
o STIFLING  to their profits 
o FLAG MALIGNING  the warning lists regarding the new names published and updated including bar codes 

NOTING SOLEMNIZING LOYAL MISFIT TO SIGNAL AMONG SIGIL MOTIF FILES/ new Freemasons – recall what 
Trump said – their symbols will give them away 
E’A, (FIRST ÖLM/human fish), SAINT GERMAIN GIFTING – FILLS   GITMO  MILLIONS,  STILL  AMAZING 
LAME NELL SENT MY FINAL SONG ALONG   

 

 

 

 

 

Published 2014 and again February 9th 2020  
appeared in January 11th 2020 ABBA pdf  and 
MOST IMPORTANT PRESAGE COME TRUE 
 (and see our new sun still with its Saturnine rings 
occasionally evident  in some photos)  

appeared  in 
1 6 RauenneBreffeTurinVerfeilGauloys  
appeared in PRESENTED TO VULCAN April 6 2014  
FEELING FEBRUARY ELEVENTH RAT YEAR 2020  
OANNES RETURN, (Messsssiah) yes, they did 
REFUTE UFOS ENTER,  so not by ufo!  
IS SINGULARLY VULNERABLE UNIVERSE.  

Da Vinci:  
INTRUSION IN BARREL [date]  IS NOT AMIABLE  
see also 8 10 2  DANGLE IN AIR  
BARREL date = Jan 21 - Feb 17 (see RUNA  above) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail  At 4 min 50 seconds 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U43c0Gy2zew
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3i-YT3kBJck&feature=em-uploademail
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Regarding the vignette showing Orion and Canis Major (Sirius Group) in front of a shielded sun and the haplo-
caulescent Branch of DNA lost, this is warning us that when we see SIRIUS TO THE RIGHT OF ORION, (again), the 
time of DNA damage and darkened sun will be the cause of it. January 3 2015 our sun “went copper” (see the pdf 
Since August 2022, Betelguese went nova 
AUGUST 2022, the 2002 crop circle showing one giantesque golden cube protecting both Nibiru and Earth from 
this Nova*, FUSEChani-GRAND PULSENostradamus-WAVE EVENTCassieopia  Files did happen, with the only real pointer barely 
mentioned by main stream liars that northern Alaska was on fire.  This prediction appeared two weeks before in 
the pdf JUST A QUICK ONE because I had to get it to the website BEFORE the prophecy actually occurred. 
 

*Nova – the often bemoaned large Coronal Mass Ejection expected by main stream liars, was from a star, just not ours! 
 

 

 
 
 

Footnotes  the Shroud of Turin, Linda M Howe interview 

the  i532 fire that forced the shroud to be moved was dated before i583, one of the dates the current 

calendars were changed. The other period for a new age calendar was  J676 to J716, Wormwood & Ison. 
“Therefore, the results of the radiocarbon (14C) dating caused a serious shock. This is 
an absolute method, which was selected and carried out in I988. As it is widely known, 
the concordant results of the investigations carried out in the three laboratories (Zurich, 
Oxford, Tucson) concluded that the Shroud [was] dated to the period of 1260 – 1390 (Damon et al1) .” 
 

“The period 1260 CE to 1390 CE” – the very “period” we are currently living in …  
 

IT IS OUR  CALENDARS THAT  ARE  WRONG, NOT  THE  SHROUD.  @ 2023 = 1347 C.E. 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9v
Y9U7Y&app=desktop    
 

 

The 2005 Stonehenge crop circle and the Dec. J680 Wormwood & Ison woodcut has appeared many times in these texts                    
         C+F+endnotes or STONEHENGE 

 
 

 Today, Jan.’23  – Sirius is to the right of Orion 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=youtu.be&v=sIRRYisGTCI&fbclid=IwAR357euAyThQJTV5xm8K59FRqH6FfxDAzJD0i1p6nJzTrvGprkcs9vY9U7Y&app=desktop
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CALENDARS: COPTIC, Adamic HEBREW, GOTIQUE & Y2K DATES  RECONCILIATION 

 

1,347 Current Era /2023 aka  A0 D0m0 ,  makes The Shroud of Turin Real 
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5 45 2  Et tranƒlate pres d’arduer De filue: J557   (the word “translate” means to change from one to another 

see  in former pdfs the Alien word and sigil  which means the same,  appearing in two crop circles 

  ask twice asked IN  TEN  FORTI  TUUO  (10 42,Abba Acknowledgements 10 40 2 ? From Leonardo Da Vinci F8)  
IS RATED-FREE NESARA, LETTERED  ‘ATLAS’  PLAINER PASSED DEPARTS  ERA : ARE  DREADED SATURN ALERTS: 

FADED   PARTED,  RATTLED  DEAD  PETITE-FILS/bastard   TRADERS  TRAP:   DATED  LEAP/Scorpio 

o  DEAD PETITE-FILS   TRADERS: these days petits-fils would mean grandchildren, in those days it meant  "natural-born" or born out of 
wedlock. These days, this is quite the norm. Yet there is a third meaning. Natural born and not artificially born 

o TRAP  DATED  LEAP: the leap date can be Scorpio (Oct 22 – Nov 21) and a leap year. This refers to the false rapture... 
o  PLAINER PASSED Plainer Passage is a PDF about Nemesis  LETTERED  ‘ATLAS yes, they changed Nemesis name  to ATLAS 
o  DEPARTS  ERA. Nemesis has taken from around the 1970’s to be spotted by Astronomers to be seen in our own skies now: 

will put a shot of two suns  I accidentally caught during the bushfires when the smoke became a filter. But the ERA or period it 
takes for the Nemesis solar system to arrive and then to leave can be between fifty yearsto eighty. 

o SATURN ALERTS: the first of which was ‘JNO SOL’ found on the same page as the ONE MALE vignette,  down on the bottom line of 

that page ie: Jno Cook’s Saturn Cosmology - telling us Saturn was once our sun before;  which updates  and which 
detail appeared in a video   yesterday  that did make me sit up! The texts told us Saturn will be our sun again, and seeing Saturn 
lose its rings and getting closer or more correctly, WE are moving out, seems to validate this. 

o Keeping in mind these vignettes were painted in J563. And we are in 1347 at ‘2023’. A gap of 784 years. 
o   iThe DARK ALLIANCE: Salvaging NACHT-WAFFEN S.O.U.Ls For SATURN's 'Retrievals'          
o NACHT-WAFFEN = Night Fleet, the original Natsi Secret Space Program,  responsible for early UFO sightoings 
(dark fleet – when you hear ppl waffling on about “the dome” ask them how the secret space program pilots come and go) 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U&fbclid=IwAR3DsL3HJa8IKEZmBGnHt__RMct1WYjjaA_2qKCoIYaN_QNcIp3_5jt0mkU  
Followed by three quatrains which all speak of the Saturnins being burned by the Millers. The Millers of the Great Millwheel you can see in 

Cesar’s vignette on a previous page. The Millers are the Elohim Alliances. The arm from heaven holding the gearing differential.  The ‘Arm’ 
being part of “The Millers” for the great Millwheel of Age 

 

 

These are Nacht Waffen craft, shape shifted, looks like the fan an 
octopus can display. Sea creatures is what they become, including 
clams, sharing DNA with occupants & related to black cubes. 
www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-
Navy-warship-leaked.html 
 

How many times have you seen these texts tell us the space craft 
share the DNA of the occupants?     I just realized this is what the 
word BIOGENS  refers to in the Template, raining down on us  via 
what we have been calling chemtrails 

 

 

genzedpodcast@gmail.com “Please NOTE that you can ALSO use this email to get in touch with Me DIRECTLY regarding 

any topic, information, research, or knowledge you’d like to share.” Genzed 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EN-TWMLvs-U&fbclid=IwAR3DsL3HJa8IKEZmBGnHt__RMct1WYjjaA_2qKCoIYaN_QNcIp3_5jt0mkU
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-Navy-warship-leaked.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-9463375/Video-UFOs-buzzing-Navy-warship-leaked.html
mailto:genzedpodcast@gmail.com
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Tree of Life = DNA branches. Banner is Milky Way/magnetic fields. The words 

One Male/Menolea/Electron being, and Jno Sol at the bottom 
 

Rather fitting that the Lion Maned man, (LEO) with bears claws (URSA) is wearing the Corona/Coronet of a Prince (SIRIUS) and wears the scars from a crown 
of thorns. Telling us that shape shifters from Sirius invented the martyred Jesus Christ. This was the greatest deception ever in the current Age of Pisces. The 
Deshret crown of Upper Egypt bordering Axum-Ethiopia, that part in the south currently.  
The boomerang shaped craft in the vignette above above and in the square yellow frame below was known as “foreigner” or “alien”. The Iron pheon Cross. 
The rose coming out of a docking bell refers to time gates, the Vulture refers to Lyra-Vega, and the little bird in back-ground which has no legs refers to 
Abus-Hirundo, the Swift, which we know today as Twitter. The white crown is telling us that the Earth’s pole (poll) is circled by Saturn (the smaller globe at 
top) and this is what Jno Cook wrote too. 
In this way we have a date for Saturn’s tenure as our sun. The conjoining of red & white crowns was after the 4th dynasty  (same timing as the Seti I door 
lintel, same as the Bambara Walls at Kariong) and fits with the event of the Nile moving away. Causeways being needed at Giza because Lake Moeris dried up. 
Slotting in with a passage and the consequences  of the Nemesis system which is the most logical cause for Saturn being sent out to the gas giants realm. 
The self-same cause for Saturns return, and being “burned” by the Millers. 

1 video   iThe DARK ALLIANCE: Salvaging NACHT-WAFFEN S.O.U.Ls For SATURN's 'Retrievals'    

 

Bottom left: the “Dread Roman Candles” in the Template. 
Very early in the working with these texts, say, 2009 or 2010, 
there was an entire pdf regarding “ROMAN CANDLES” and 
here we see them included in the Dark Fleet,allied Pentagon, 
the same which Gary McKinnon hacked into, finding “non 
human” pilots on the payroll. 
Here we ARE speaking about the fourth reich!  
Since  the Pen.tag.on is what Operation Paperclip and 
MIMIC morphed into. 
Being also the Military Industrial Media Intel Complex, run by the 
very Grayles deep underground which are stealing children and 
which had made false treaties with a cloned F.D.R terming our 
children Upper Case CARGO.  
Same Grayles of Phil Schneider & his NWO alert. 
The same CARGO that the shape shifting Pied Piper of Hamelin in 
J274 ran off with. 
#10 is the English policeman Alan Godfrey’s experience Nov. 29th  1980 

Platform craft  e n d n o t e s  are rarely depicted, and just as dangerous. 
 

NACHT WAFFEN/Dark Fleet Craft  Image #17 Roman Candles pdf published Sept. 10 2010. See my catch pg 20 

Including ‘Dread Roman Candle’  see 6 28 1 e n d n o t e s    
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£  3448 7 19  4 Aux citadius eƒtrange eƒpouvantal.  For the citizens fearful strange.   well, that sure ties in with the hidden words! 

 SANITISED NATALborne from  DIANES/Orion ACTINIDES (ISN’T DEAR AGENTS) 

INSTEAD  A  LUX (glow) INDICATES STRANGER  UUEAPONS  DISSENT  RANGE PERSONAGES  UUANT   no doubt about it.                                                    
Found this the morning after a strange incident here May 29th 2017  5am to 6 10am – the entire farm lit up  by the Golden Cube 

is also in this line.         A/ Cassiopeians  LUX: bright light    RANGE could be a verb or a noun   

 £  1949 1 63 3 Seur marchera par ciel,terre, serre mer & onde  J557 ed. They will travel through the sky earth squeezing sea &waves 
MEREonly just/TRUEARCHER/Sagittarian HELEN UNDER/Australia SURNAMED PARCS:  TO REPLICATE NOSTREDAMUS’ 
TREMENDOUS ARTICLES.  RESTORED MOST,  REPLICATES SORTED. PREACHES APT CEREAL CROP CIRCLES,   
U.N. EPARCH (CRAP ELITE)  METEOR  EARDRUMS  CARRHAE(battle-loud noise)    

£  2987 2 58 4 

2 58 4. Silene luit,petit grand emmene. See 1 13 1 Exiles (elite) by hatred of instestine's (nefer/duodenum/Anu) anger  
LARGE INTELLIGENT IMMUNE U.N. ENTITIES IMPLEMENT DETAINEE: RESULTING IN ENGINEER UNLIMITED 
TEMPLATES REPEAT.ING (clones) ... ELITE IMAGINES PRELUDE to ADMINISTER ENTITLEMENT, MEANTIME– 
ANGRIEST RE UN-IMPLEMENTED DEED; broken promise RESULTED ANU RETAINING [their] ELEMENTS [DNA]: 
IMPINGEMENT ELITE, DUMP DESPERATE ELITE.  Silene luit,petit grand emmene. The moon shines little, great pillage 

 

 
 

 

RECALL the 70 minutes of LUX over my farm May 29 2017 - then finding in 
the TEMPLATE the explanation for who what and why the LUX lit up the 
farm for so long, but not really exactly who - or what entity was causing 
the threat. The answer came later = Marduk and black cube. 
<Just pointing out that this image from my phone kept < “disappearing” 
right out of my computer 
 £    46 1 46 1  E.D.  LUXED  PASTURES ARE:   DETERMINATORS STORED TIME  
MEDITERRANEAN; TERMINATED. See ADRIATIQUE  pdf U.N  RAINED  METEORITES  

ROTATED  SPREAD  OUT  REMOTEST  ORDINATE.     See  Asteroid Pathways  herein      

£  1121 2 78 2  AUSTRALIAN   AGENTS  Allan & Helen  SET   LANGUAGE   
INPUT  UNIQUE LANGUAGE CODES QUEST,  EQUATES KEEN SUITE ENSUES.  
See LANGUAGE IS ENGINEERED   
ELOIM QUINE [5] NE-GATES GIANTESQUE LOUISE/asteroid. 

£  3406 6 77 4  ELOIM FOCUSES: ENFORCED PARANORMAL SHINE    

either the Pi in the sky, and the S. O. S. “braille” in the sky or the … 
£ 3448 7 19 4 LUX event of May 29th 2017 over  my farm.  another was the  Maralago                      

£1864 10 79 2 MEMPHIS MOSES SOPHISM SHIP OVER LONE PINE TREE  event over 

my farm  when a 100 foot craft hovered above my head sending a light like a salute. Farm is named Lone Pine                                                            

One of the early phone photos I thought was the Golden Cube – out to the west of my farm – turns out it was no golden cube! 
 

  
The reptilians etc ALSO have their version of blue orbs  (copying the ones the Pleiadians use) 

  The Dark Alliance: Salvaging Nacht-Waffen S.O.U.Ls For Saturn's 'Retrievals'.    
  https://www.patreon.com/generationzed  
 

https://www.patreon.com/generationzed
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5 11 3 Leur regne plus Saturne n'occupera  Saturn will no longer occupy their realm,   in  ANTENNÆ  April 2017   S is also f                                       

A.C.E. COLLEAGUES  ENSURE  SOLE PRESAGE  AUGURS  NON  ƒATAL  POLE  COUNTER  TURN ;   

OUR  ELEGANCE   ,  NONES  NUT date Aug  5 – 31   CAT 2023              ROLLS PRONE – Earth lying down     

there is only one Presage with the words NON FATAL TURN   j564 3.  564 plus 458 is 2022, in January 2022  the stars were all back to front until Aug. 

 
 

They use names as Ritual Mocking 
 

 

If there are any of you who began this sojourn with me from the beginning 
– when the very first pdf was titled TVVIN TOVVERS DECEIT and then the 
second published pdf was MEDICAL VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS, you 
may recall the constant warnings regarding needles. 
Not just to receive them, (“take the jab”) but not  to  DONATE  blood either. 
This warning was dated 2008.  One would wonder why not donate blood?  
First thought being: “they use clean needles dont they?” 
 But no, that is not the reason for not donating blood. 
It is because anyone who has received  the  jab  –   
will have toxic blood to donate. 
EVER WONDERED WHY FRONTLINE  HEALTHWORKERS  ARE THE FIRST TO 
RECEIVE THESE  JABS? 
Because their jab is NOT A VACCINE – it is an agent for SPREADING (SHEDDING) 
its ingredients. 
What quicker way is there to SPREAD  a  BIO WEAPON than to have everyone 
queue to a  "health-workers’ "   station where the culprit spreader IS the 
healthworker! 
For you to comprehend how an off world species can and is conquering  humans 
on Earth – you need to educate, research, realize that grubb er ment is RUN by 
those very Off Worlders (the same of the first, second and third ‘reichs’ which 
are intergrating with humans just like they did with Pleiadians – turning them 
into fallen ones.  Trans-human.  Via their DNA. 

£    97 1 97 1   j 557  publication. That which neither weapon nor flame could accomplish  

Ce que ƒer ƒlamme n’a ƒceu par acheuer,  QUEUE FOR FREE CURES = PURCHASES MAMMAL MENACE   
 

1 100 2 Aupres de Dole & de Toƒcane terre 

NEEDLE RECUPERATES revives OUTDATED SORE 

RELEASED (into) UNTESTED POORER EDUCATED 

SURE OUTDATED POTENCE (plague) RE-RELEASED 
 

Just for entertainment. I have always been suspicious of Kim Clement’s source, so I wondered what his name says 

no one gets to choose the entity that approaches (for instance Dolores Canon and false Nostradamus) 
from the name KIM CLEMENTS: 

MET NICK, SMELT,  SLICK  SLIM NECKS  pedunculated  MILKMEN (from Milky Way) MILK  SEMEN  SECT, LENS  STEM TIME LINES 
LENT SICK SILT : ELECTS  MEEK  SLIMIE  CLIENT.  SELECT  M.K.  MEME  LIKES EMIT M.E. INK  MILES IN ICE  SEEM LINKS 
ISN’T NICE TENS’ INSECT-IS  STEEL-STICKMEN  STICK IN NECK:  SMALL NICK,  CEMENTS  TILE  ITEM MIST MELTS IN ME 
o NICK = old nick, Lucifer   SMELT – rumored to have an unpleasant odor 
o SLIM  NECKS  the long skinny neck of the SubNasal  Emerther 
o MILK  SEMEN (IS  MILT) = genetic scientists.  Spreading semen willy nilly 
o LENS = looking glass/Cronor Visor   STEM TIME LINES – changes and stops certain time lines 
o SICK SILT – damaged biospheres caused by chemtrails and 1080 bombing 
o MEEK  SLIMIE: slimy because they are made to rape a child then murder the child, while being videoed.   CLIENT = Presidents 
o M.K.  MEME:  MK Ultra propaganda       EMIT  M.E.  the darts from the skies (Multiple Energies) 
o INK  MILES IN ICE  SEEM LINKS    black goo, a living nano entity appearing to be a link to many things for many entities 
o ISN’T  NICE  TENS’  Elohim humanoids          INSECT: Mantid 
o M.E. multiple energy weapon, scalar weapon, silent weapon 
o  

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/CUBES-as-UNIDENTIFIED-FLYING-OBJECTS.pdf
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o IS  STEEL-STICKMEN = artificial Mantis, a copy to fool ppl 
o CEMENTS  TILE  ITEM = cement is composed of many ingredients, TILE    refers to clay tablet communication, but means ‘chip’ 
o MIST MELTS  ME = Æther – see  GenZed video/s  first page,   the mist spread by off world entities ... such as green mist i347 of the 

black plague, but also mentioned at the Eldridge during the Philadelphia Experiment . 
 

 
http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/FULL-BODY-TRANSPORT-SYSTEM-PATENT.pdf 

 

CANIS Major/SIRIUS [Emerther pedunculate  SubNasal  Grayles] also 
known as Maitre/Mayetra/M’Abus   ON THE WRONG SIDE OF ORION 
Who is the dog supplicating to ?  BAAL? Count fingers 
BANNER (Milky Way) RECEDING  behind  the pennant 
TWO KEYS use 2 of the triple method keys = Runic Skies 
 (the dark key) and the  Alkhemye List (the golden key) 
Dark GREEN  CROWN OF BAAL,  RED ROBE means the same as red 
shoes – child torture to gain adrenachrome 
The craft dimming our sun is an early Nachtwaffen C+F+WRONG 
HAND OF GOD at the sun or  THE ARM (King of kings/Cepheus 
orbiting) FENDING OFF  BLACKGOO/Carborundum in the texts and 
nano spiders  BLACKNESS ACROSS THE SUN   Bill Gates  
SPARCE HAPLO-CAULESCENCE = branch with minimal  DNA 
The dark green paint, colour may have once been black   
page 8 

o pedunculate = long skinny neck, many Grayles are conformed with long necks, and the Graals too 
o some internet ‘scholars’ would suggest the Canis Major system harbors Oannes. The Oannes told the Dogon they came from Sirius B 
 

  

J562 edition  see line 3 has the word Orgon/orgone J557 notice there is no “n” in line 3 to make  into ‘orgon’ 

  5 62 (add the cipher 458 = 2020) 

Sur les rouchers fang on les verra plouvoir, 
Sol Orient,  Saturne Occidental: 
Pres d'Orgon guerre, à Rome grand mal voir, 
5 62 4      Nefs parfondreées & prins le Tridental. 

 5 62    
On the rocks one will see blood raining,             ‘rocks’ are planets 
Sun on the East,Russia  in the West Saturn:                   darkness 
Orgone war close, at Rome Vatican great evil  seen, child torture 

[space]Ships sunk deeply,  and  the Triad taken. 1 

 1  The Triad in the Template consists of Oannes (Sirius), Fallen Plejaren Angels (Aryan/Arien) & Aldebaran (Sexual Rogues 5 46 1) 
5 62 3 Pres d'Orgon guerre,  à  Rome  grand  mal voir,          Orgone war close, at Rome Vatican great evil  seen, 
ANAGRAM-LOVER  MEAD’S SERPENS ARM, OARS/Argo Mantids ORGONE the ‘plasma wars’ seen AVENGES OUR MURDERED SEED 1 10 
RIDS GRIM  SAVAGE PARAMOUR DRAGON  PRIME PROGRAMMERS REAP RUDE ADRENAL, DEEP UNDER  DEPRAVED  

VAMPIRE DEVOURERS cannibals .   SEE NESARA-GESARA PROVEN. endnotes 

o GLAMOUR  ENIGMA  ORGONE the ‘plasma wars’ seen  
o SERPENS  constellation behind Boötes ARM  = Seraphim in the misnamed Black Knight www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRHSUIYOt7s  

 

7 38 2    TIME  IS – CRITERION:  CONVINCE  IOU  NEED  UUARMER  ATTIRE:  FURS, FOOTUUEAR  AND  COVER.        
and 

WOMEN IN CONTACT WITH PEOPLE WHO GOT THE JAB  
www.facebook.com/kevin.blackburn.58760608/posts/338175581181440   

 

from Vaughan Keal  THIS  “VACCINE” DESTROYS THE IMMUNE SYSTEM 
www.facebook.com/leslie.johnson.395891/videos/4418486844846799/ 

 

 

 
Where “Arduous transfer” means by a portal, and the “silurids” meaning the “fish on land” (the Oannes) AND the place. 
 
 
 

http://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/02/FULL-BODY-TRANSPORT-SYSTEM-PATENT.pdf
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WRHSUIYOt7s
http://www.facebook.com/kevin.blackburn.58760608/posts/338175581181440
http://www.facebook.com/leslie.johnson.395891/videos/4418486844846799/
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1 29 1  Quand le poiffon terreftre & aquatique   When the terrestrial and aquatic fish –  

ÖLM: the ‘human fish’ of 3.21.  4 17 
1 29 
Quand la poiffon terreftre & aquatique 
Par forte vague au grauier fera mis, 
Sa forme eftrange fuaue & horrifique, 

Par mer aux murs bien toft les ennemis.ennemi is Capricorn 

1 29 
When the land and sea fish                                            (Oannes 
is cast up on to the shore by a great wave, 
its shape foreign, smooth and frightful,   
 (The wave or the human fish?) 
Also through sea walls the enemy soon reaching.                              

ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC 

 
 

 
 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeTvwvnZ19c Nazis and Reptilians in Antarctica: Farsight 

WARNING REGARDING GENE DECODE 
With much regret  I  te l l  you –  Gene Decode is  no longer the or ig ina l ,  no  matter  wh ich  p latform  

GENE DECODE, TIMELINES, HILLARY LOOKING GLASS, COURT OF GOD, CLONES*, THE MONTAUK PROJECT 
   *CLONES are almost obsolete now that sky to brain control has been patented           www.bitchute.com/video/2PCdd0BCXvZM/    

1 100 2 Aupres de Dole  & de Tofcane terre.    codes within codes – cpitalized words 

DoleToƒcane 

DECENT  CLEAN A.C.E. TEND:  CONDOLE FED ETNA,  COATED  FELONS  COLD, ENCODE  FEET DATE FATE. NO COAL. 
EAST TO DEFEAT DEFT LOON FECAL COLON  FOOLS  FONDLE  TONES TOOLS,  ONCE after OFTEN EATEN  SELF-CLOD 
OLD CLONES AS FOOD.  TEN ELECTS LEAD NEED  NET  FOE FACE  FLOOD  DONE,  ENACTED  (NOT FOOL FLEA  CODE)  
LOCATE  AN ETNA  DEAFEN, DEALT  NODAL FACET  LEANT EON,   FEEL FATE  AT END  OF TEA,  CAT 
NOTE: AS  ONE NELL  TOLD:  COT-LAND  NOT FLAT = AS  A CADS’  TALE TO FOOL  OAFS 
o A.C.E.   Andromeda Cncl.  C: Casseopean  E: Elohim Alliances   TEN  the ten in the alliance  which we see in the painting by 

David Huggins, and Betty Andreasson (and not in artwork for Peter Slattery,  his are a mixture of intent) 
o ENCODE  FEET DATE  which is Pisces, the month and or the Age 
o FONDLE  TONES TOOLS: sonic laser weapons, scalar sasar 
o FLOOD  NET  FOE.  RETICULI means net, and yes, flooded by ocean waters  in the ongoing third world war in deep bases;  which has been  

since Trump was elected  eliminating those  MORE OF THE LITHOSPHERE 
o  (NOT FOOL FLEA  CODE)  the Story of the Flea is one of Da Vinci’s “Riddles”. Where the grass is greener every where else 
o DEALT  NODAL  LEANT – the Nodes are the Poles, and they began leaning, or lying down around 2010 – in response to the passing mini solar 

system named Atlas by those who want to fool us.  Another example  is how they are misrepresenting the Golden Cube/s to us. At first labelling 
it as the International Space Station,  then calling it Comet Holmes in 2007, and displaying it in artwork of a negative nature. 

o  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YeTvwvnZ19c
http://www.bitchute.com/video/2PCdd0BCXvZM/
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o AT END  OF TEA,  Sagittarius (The Tea Pot)  CAT 2023 
o LEAD as in To  Lead  refers to Taurus, but the metal Pb belongs to Pluto 
o COT-LAND (Earth – Da Vinci calls it “the bed”)  NOT FLAT 

A line that never got worked, not in the Template nor otherwise, just discovered while reiterating 1 100 2 
Simply validating (valid = true, dating) that everything “is a matter of timing” – because back in the beginning, when I 
tried to compile MEDICAL, VACCINATIONS & CHEMTRAILS,  the idea that  ingredients in ‘vaccines’ would be designed 
as a bio tool (weapon, as in Silent Weapons for Quiet Wars)  towards genetic genocide was not on [my]  horizon! 

1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoyant rameau,  J557 edition          

Well!  That leaves me with shocked breath!  Living branch = DNA as mutated spores 

Here we are with 1 97 1                                                       

and now we see the warning  “holding-having a living branch within its spore!” in 1 100 3 

When ‘vaccines’ are designed/supposed to have  killed DNA  as its “spore”!  
1 100 3 Tenant au bec vn verdoyant rameau,  Holding a living branch (DNA) in its spore,    
ANNOTATE  ROTTEN  WRY  TREATY  ADVANCEMENT ABERRANT  OWN BRAVE  NEW MACABRE  DNA 
ANNOY AURA  CUBE  TWENTY  CANON,   BRAW  ATTENDANT  NAVY  OWNER  BECAME   WARY  
YET DRY IN TOWN,  NOT VERY WATERY  MAY CAT  YEAR    Cat is also Rabbit year 2023 
NAUGHTY BEAVER  ONCE VIDEO  ENVY  = BRAWNY  MENACE  (ORNAMENT VENDETTA)  NOW  ANEW 
o Wow. Was puzzling about the Naughty Beaver Envy part, until it finally came to me.  This comment refers  to the PDF 

collection last posted to the website addressed as Tony Knight Regarding The Fourth Reich.       In which I had asked 
“why, oh why, pick an actor with a great hooked nose when in reality the red headed Nostradamus had a perky ski 
jump nose! 
Recall the communication method where I was told to “ask twice”?  Well – I had asked twice hadn’t  I : – ‘why oh why...’  
And here, in the very next pdf following that question – I have been answered (when at first the question was only 
meant to be rhetorical).  
Yet it does illustrate an important subject – that of   “giving a good dog a bad name/image”.   
This is called propaganda.  Done with the intention of misguiding the public.  In this instance by Naughty Beaver – 
influencing the folk into believing that Nostradamus was “a satanic child eating Jew” as one very misinformed reader 
wrote me. She left me feeling literally nauseated – because her level of intellect is indicative of the majority of the 
uneducated generation she lives in. Parrotting what disinformers publish. 
This all actually tells me the very ideas that derive from these Hidden Texts have got someone rattled. 
If Da Vinci, the most famous portrait painter on the planet,  couldn’t get it right – no one would! 
The entire reason I put together that pdf forum about the misinformative video/s by Naughty Beaver – was because 
none of the quatrains mentioned  were interpreted in the way the quatrain was provided to us. 

o BRAWNY: Brawn always refers to muscle. So saying here – flexing his muscles and not his brain. 
o ORNAMENT VENDETTA = says it all. the “ornament” is what Nostradamus called himself in 3 94 

   

Notice the Roman numerals are still in archaic format, as IIII and not IV 

This is the J557 publication, only 100 years after Roman Society failed 

1.  For five hundred years more one will keep count, * 
2. Celuy qu’eftoir l’aornemet de fon temps:   
He that  was the ornament of his times: plural 

• Line one is somewhat tongue in cheek, because this Quatrain was published in what was supposed to be on the 
face of it, I557, so adding  “+more than 500 years” does not  give us 2021 does it. It produces  a result of  2057.  
The “more than 500 years means literally, a lot more.  As in 2021 minus J557 = 1464.  

That is a LOT more than “500” years.  Or , the year we are in, 1345 minus J 557 = 788. Also “more”. 

But. The  scholars who accept the face value will just automatically be thinking  1557 (or 1555, the first date of 
publication) “plus 500 = 2055”  and not see there is a question mark on that calculation.    
They might take the “and more” as the extra up to 2055.  

I do have one other problem vexing me. 
The date  period   for the astronomies revolting **  was J672 to J719 . Add  around 700 (the approximate orbit 

for Nemesis)  give or take to J672 = around1372, with us sitting here in 1347 at 2023,  having already seen it 

incoming now since the 1980s. Kept a secret of course.  
With the newly named ATLAS  still needing another 27 years to have been a 700 year orbit this time – we can 
see that former orbits were closer to 780 years and now we are at a hundred year  less in that [elliptical]orbit! 
     It seems to take around 50 years for the Nemesis-Zha.am.i (Nibiru) system to be in our own solar system 
then to leave it. The expected timing of 1372 cannot be predicted because, I have noticed the  gaps between 
visits from the 1486BCE Winged Aten effect to the 705BCE Herculobis/Hercubolis  to the Pass-Over J79 CE  to 
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Ison & Wormwood  of J687 (Hevelius’ woodcut commemorating a reversal of astronomies) – their orbits have 

been reducing every time!   
In other words – the elliptical ORBIT of  this  mini  system is getting smaller!   Shrinking. 

1486 Tulli papyrus – 705 BCE  (Hezekiah coin) =   years orbit  (Santorini -Thera) 

705 BCE Hezekiah coin to J79  (PassOver) ...  =   (and why did Julius begin a new calendar anyway? ) 

Because in 54BCE they saw it coming, same as prince Otto; Cassini had seen it coming J672. Otto’s new 1,000 

(Millennium) calendar in J676  but the peak  was J687. This new calendar of Prince Otto  conjoined the short-

lived J582-3 “Gotique” of pope Gregorius, along with its additional number 1. The word “Gotique” from “Goth” 

a term that encapsulated early France and Germany, was only in public use up to the (J)600’s. (Nigel Offord) 

Calling J79  the peak of that  visit due to Pompeii-Vesuvius (in the October) same year as Crucifixion. 

From 79CE PassOver  to peak of  Ison  at Hevelius’ J687  =   year orbitꭞ 

From the peak of  J687   to 2023now:   1347 C.E.,  not quite the peak yet   =  only   years for Atlas. 

**Revolting Astronomies  - the first warning, appearing in the first paragraph of The Preface 

ꭞ  It seems volcanic activity begins in earnest as the mini solar system is on its way out, just as Earth is    
   experienceing right now in what we call 2021. 
If you are in the mood for a cynical and ironic laugh – When you already know what kind of impact huge celestial 
bodies passing by will have on smaller celestial bodies (like Earth);  instead – the powers that think they be  want 
you to believe humans are to blame, then this heading should amuse  you: 
 

‘CLIMATE HAS SHIFTED THE EARTH’ (?) HUH??    more like EARTH SHIFTING HAS CAUSED SEASONAL CLIMATE  CHANGES 

https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows 

Climate crisis has shifted the Earth’s axis, study shows | Climate change | The Guardian 

Massive melting of glaciers has tilted the planet&#x2019;s rotation, showing the impact of human activities 

amp.theguardian.com             [anyone asky WHY the ices are melting? Passing celestial bodies would do that] 

“The massive melting of glaciers as a result of global heating has caused marked shifts in the Earth’s axis of rotation  
since the 1990s, research has shown. 
 It demonstrates the profound impact humans are having on the planet, scientists said.” 
some links in this argument: to let you know their debate 
 

movements of the pole in 2005  
published in the journal Geophysical Research Letters 
18tn tonnes of water from deep underground reservoirs   [without it being replaced.]   which it has now! 
 

 by Trump’s brave military  drowning the deep underground bases using the oceans! 
Some scientists argue that the scale of this impact means a  new geological epoch – the Anthropocene –  
Whereas – 
these texts argue that a new Anthropocene will be created following the departure of the mini Atlas system 

Not just these texts, but the likes of  The Hopi Prophecy Rock, and all the New Earth and New Heavens 
prophecies 

ELON MUSK OFFERS 100.MILLION TO ANYONE WHO CAN ERADICATE CO2 

HOW STUPID IS THAT? Are they going to FINE glasshouse food growers for using CO2  

machines which the plants need? 

HOW WILL TREES GROW? 
As these texts have been telling us – there is a DEFOLIATION  AGENDA – & Musk is at the helm 
 

Recall These texts warning us about the Aden Time Gate? 
GINA MARIE COLVIN HILL 
aden portals opening 
www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-
AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be  
 

£    97 1 97 1 Ce que ƒer ƒlamme n’a ƒceu par acheuer, 
PARCS NAMES EACH  AHPEE Sirius SAUCEPAN/Ursa CAENEUS grey CHARMER CAUSES FARCE  FRAMES  CHANNEL FEELERS.    
Such as Dolores Canon re the false Nostradamus  who she thought  she had channelled, and those who think they channel Pleiadians 
QUEUE  FOR FREE CURES SEEM SAFE:  MEANS MAKE PURCHASE OF QUEER HARMFUL FREAK MAMMAL MENACES       
 

https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows
https://amp.theguardian.com/environment/2021/apr/23/climate-crisis-has-shifted-the-earths-axis-study-shows
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/grl.50552
https://agupubs.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1029/2020GL092114
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2012/may/20/world-aquifers-rising-sea-levels
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2016/aug/29/declare-anthropocene-epoch-experts-urge-geological-congress-human-impact-earth
http://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.youtube.com/watch?app=desktop&fbclid=IwAR06nUYc41rSMaTklcAw3YGdZs6AOcQmV-AefTnIst4dvVFJr48lCr38LOw&v=fyc5rrmaQHA&feature=youtu.be
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I  have  no  idea  i f  this  is  t rue :  

i f  so  i t  does  a ffec t  me and you  

no  matter  where  we  are  on  our  globe.  
 

i t  could  be  part  of  the  lega l  propaganda   

where  the  news  can be   “enter ta inment”.  

That  one ( ‘ law’ )  opened  the door  for  high s t rangenes .  

This  is  why  media  barons  fee l  sa fe  lying  to the  publ ic .  

i t  could  even be  Ritual  Mocking otherwise  known as  

Reve la tion of  a  Method,  which is  a lways  fear -  based.  

 

Obviously the number  562 or J5 62 is important,  especial ly when the Jain cipher458 is added 

It becomes 2020  ~ and let ’s  face  it ,  2020 WAS an important  year,  not for what everyone thinks,  

but  because the War of  the Third World was well  under way deep underground,  or  as we have 
learned:  ArmMargEddan.  The presage above clearly states MORE  OF  THE  LITHOSPHERE.  

Plucked from the pdf  UNDRE OCTOBRE, NOVEMBRE 2017, 2020  
And it  WAS in  2017 that  Trump began pull ing the rug out from under the Cabals’  feet .  

 

THO UG HT YO U MIGHT LIKE TO S EE THIS  
A0  [ &  N O  ‘ D ’  ] ~  i666 ~ 

The world e l ite which inst i l  chaotic events in order to convince the publ ic some paradigm 
agenda is needed: l ike to use what they think are influential  numbers .  Except,  in this case 
–  Jul ian 666 was not 666 A.D.  Nor I666.  Jul ian began 46 bce .  “AD”  began Julian 79  CE,  so 

take your pick ,  was it rea l ly 666 minus 46,  or minus 46+79/125?  One thing it was not ,  is  1666 .  
AND no "D" ~ not  for Domo  nor for Domini  
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     ET Evidence - Johny Webb Submits ET Tentacle ... - BitChute 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/  
  

Real Alien Shapeshifters... The Subject No One Wants To Talk About 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGeJQ9kClpM   32: 22  My Comment: – a must watch, you will comprehend when you do 

 
Hop efully  this will  be the l ast  time th is  
image is  needed .  
 

Lepers  all ,  wearing lay cloth es,  
 (stil l  learning)  
white gl oves of  th e l eper  
(one wh o does not  know)  
 al l  u nd er a  sky with hovering jell yf ish craft  
which  h as  arrived  ou t  of  the bl ack cube way 
up to  th e far  righ t   
 

A very grim asp ect  all  arou nd  

 
METATRON 
How we have all been misled!      RENT here = torn apart 
NAME TOME: MAN-METATRON RENT ATOM,  =  RAT TO MEN  
=ROTTEN ON TEAM TORN MEAT TORT MATTER (NOT A TERM) 
METATRON MET R.O., ANT, MEANT TORMENT TO A, ARM TEAM 
ONE RA M.E. TONE TOTE carry TAME TENT-MAT Earth  NOR ROAM   
EARN ROTATE TENT AT OTTER-MARE-MA-TEA NETT TERM   
MANET-MONET MATTE- ART-MAN = TAROT OMEN MENTOR 
NOTE: ETNA M.Orion R. drako E.T.  EAT, MART/tradeRENT METRO ERA 
TERN NET  TOTEM/sigil = twitter MORÉ. NOT TEN NOR RAN 
o TOME = story, explanation 
o MAN = Orion  RENT ATOM = atomic or even nuclear 
o ON TEAM = Oannes from Sirius 
o METATRON MET if Enoch is/was Metatron a front man  
for the mistaken Yiddish but really for Zion which believes in 
child sacrifice (hence Isaac and his father’s dilemma) 
 going on with; “judge them by their actions” simply because  
a loving god would never ask a man to sacrifice his son as  
proof of loyalty 
o TORN MEAT = while alive (children mostly)  
o NOT A TERM: meaning literally, actually 
o  RENT METRO= literally, by false treaties, arranged cities via 

the Money System in order to herd humans to control them 
 
 

• 5 i555 Mars. All the 5s add up to the 20   V. March 

• O Mars cruel, que tu seras à craindre, 

• Plus est la Faux auec l'Argent conioint: 

• Classe, copie. eau, vent l'ombriche craindre, 

• Mer terre trefue. L'amy à L.V. s'est ioint. 
 

 

Co nti nu es  

o  ONE RA = E’Yah   
o R.O. Andromeda Council, ANT/Mantid 
o A = Casseopea, ARM = the Seraphim 
o M.E. TONE = using sonic frequencies which can levitate 
o OTTER-MARE-MA-TEA NETT (inclusive) TERM period 
o Otter June 10 – July 7 Mare = July 8 to August 4.  MA=Libra  

TEA = Sagittarius. The word Marten is here, as in house 
marten 
and its date is Dec. Solstice, which can no longer be 
ascertained 

o MANET-MONET MATTE a good description of the art of Da 
Vinci 

o =TAROT OMEN MENTOR. In his works there is disguised 
‘Tarot’ 

o  ETNA any volcano M.Orion R. drako E.T.  EAT. This is the current  
ArmMargEddan WWIII underneath our feet right now, saving 
our children. There is a difference between Drako and Drago. 

o TERN=  flying bird = Abus  NET/Reticuli  MORÉ = values such 
as  censoring freedom of seech and truth (fourth r e i c h) 
We have learned the M’Abus are the SubNasal Emerther 

        NOT the Elohim  TEN, NOR RAN – LyRan  
And how would  a nyone  k now to cal l  i t  
“Metatron ’ s  c ube”?   his  would  be  a  bl ack  c ube  
 

O cruel Mars, how you should be feared, 

More is the scythe (LEO Saturn) with the silver (moon GRAYLE) 

conjoined: 

Fleet, force. water, shade of wind frequencies to fear,  =  where it is all night 

Earth sea (E’Yah) in truce. The L.V. friends he has joined 10 87 1 

 L = Tau Cetian Dorean   V = Andromeda Counsel  (not Council)  

       Water/E’Yah , shade of wind/EnLil the Beast  
 

Peter Slattery contactee  30:56                              Some look like the same from the Golden Cube, but they are not 
ORB SIZE OF TWO STORY BUILDING  (GOLDEN CUBE) AT SLATTERY  ALBURY: GLENROY. They say they are “APPRAISING” 
Video via Ufonly YouTube:-  https://youtu.be/kQFCEJ70NtQ 
Exclusive to Ufonly - The UFO Whisperer, Peter Maxwell Slattery - UFO Documentary. These are the copiests copies 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-
W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus 
 

 

10 87 2  
THUS THE DEATH OF THE GREAT EMPIRE 
WILL BE COMPLETED 

https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/
https://www.bitchute.com/video/7sZcrAbvarA/
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PGeJQ9kClpM
https://youtu.be/kQFCEJ70NtQ?fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kQFCEJ70NtQ&feature=youtu.be&fbclid=IwAR0un-VduDvjpCntlHM683x7o_RQkXdIVe0-W9aASQ3cEksHP-n5XM7PIus
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C+F+WRONG

 
FLUGELRAD II  VRIL CRAFT.???           TRANSPARENT CUBE deceptively out-innerlined     C+F+WRONG 
so saying have I been  wrong about this craft – if it belongs to the Dark Fleet. Because this is the same or very similar craft 
painted above a Romanian Church leaving behind Psalm 170.3 on a copper plaque. It is very possible the Flugelrad II is a 
spin off (copied) of the Casseopean craft which looks more like the one illustrated behind Robbert’s head above. The  
transparent cubes are described in the Dark Fleet video. 

 

Endnotes  

The M great year, in  M LXI/61.  IF the M was PART of the date, would it not have appeared as  MLXI . Or 1,061, 

which, according to the Establishment, is only five years before the supposed Hastings Battle that had the English lose.      

Fairly certain that kings E t h e ls tan e ,  Edmund  9 3 9  
a n d  E l d r ed ,  with their own dates established,  had very little to with 1066, 

Harald/Harold, Conan (who received the keys) and William the Bastard, being a Nor’man, a viking himself. 

This font style of an M is not the same as the Roman Numerals font-style of the letter-numbers LXI .  

The M is not part of  the number. It is a prefix, in the same manner an i for iulus-Iulius, or Anno Domo was, until the 

times that a letter j appeared ( J  was invented in i524), which was after  i492. 

One detail regarding the prefix used in this document, is that the date of this document had not yet reached the year 1,000! . 

According to wikidpedia (which automatically ADDS an extra 1ooo years in front of year dates), the kings and queens named in 

the illustration of Queen Edyth covered 893 to 919. Wikidpedia  has Alfred the Great’s death as 899. 
 

"Day of death put for nativity.birthday/first date. 2 13 2 an ambiguous line. Refers to re-incarnation, not just of Nostradamus who 

has become a Younger Elder, but of Jesus, his birth date not being as important as his death date = the beginning of our Calendar. 

 
 

J555 publication 

In the original , Quatrain number 12 
had been duplicated, with 13 printed 
as number 12 again 

  

J555 publication  Centuries II Q 13 

Iour de la mort mis en natiuité: 
     And the 557 edition has it as 

Iour de la mort mys en natiuité: 
 

J557 publication has  XII I I  and not yet as  XIV  By the year i600 the  I I I I  had become  IV  Pr.J562 had been left intact with the J 

557 edition 2 13 2  = Iour de la mort mys en natiuité: Day of the death put for nativity/birth/ Calendars to start at the crucifixion 

Maybe I should have learned Hebrew too, having just discovered the character which looks like a y all over the queen 2 gown means 

“eye” and “sight, to see”.     So saying “use your eyes and see what you are looking at”/  
 

MILD OLD LAME LONER NELL MEAD WOMAN  INTIMATES ORN.AMENTS’ MASTERMIND WISDOM ADMINISTER META-NOTION WORDS 
ERUDITION, ENTWINED ENUMERATION 
       ORN.AMENTS’ The Ornament is Nostradamus in 3 94  ENTWINED ENUMERATION  words combined with a numbering cipher system 

INSOLENT NET ALIEN SAINT DOMINATES  WITLESS MORONS;  TRY  EDIT  ANNO DOMO  LIMITATIONS,  INSTIL MODEL YEARS DILATION 
MILITANT DENOMINATOR DEMOLITION WASN’T TRIMMED/ NOR IMMORTALISED TERM.INATION 
       NET ALIEN SAINT a pun/ the net is a reticulum, and the Zeta are bred by the space route trader Subnasal – who gave the military the   
       internet. The reference to Saint is those which “pimp” in the the Vatican.  
       EDIT  ANNO DOMO  LIMITATIONS changed the Year Calendar using confusion YEARS DILATION making calendar larger 
ANTI-WOMEN MEN TRANSMIT MODERN SLIM WIN, NO MERIT.   
OMITS WORST WINDIEST WINTERIEST WILD  TIMES 
       ANTI-WOMEN refers to the patriarchal SLIM WIN – not gaining anything by depressing the feminine. OMITS meaning FORGETS 

IS AIM DYNAMITE ROUTINE REALITY AT MODENA, ROME, YELLOWSTONE, MA DATE. In Libra Sept 22 -Oct 21  
RAINS DIRT ALL OUER STONY 
       These texts have stated that the Serbian Basin Alive (6 59 3) will erupt in the Adriatic mitigating Yellowstone. Not forgetting the planned   aimed 
false asteroid pathways… which could be the catalyst for Serbian Basin. Recall the see eye aye were seen planting bombs at  Yellowstone? See the 
YELLOUUSTONE pdf with images 

IN IMMORTAL STORM SATAN NODE  DOWN  TORMENT: IDOLS RANSOMMED INNERMOST  ROTTEN TUNNELLED  WORLD  
DRAWN  NODE  DOWN  means poles dragged, turning   
        IMMORTAL STORM ENTITY is EnLil – Val Thor.  DRAWN means either dragged or presented as (hell) 

MARS AND DAILY  MOON ORIENTED OUTER REMOTE  IN NADIR ADORE TIME,  TEMEROUS  ROTUNDITY DIAMETERS 
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        Earth is being dragged out by the Nemesis mini solar system. Mars and our old moon will be left behind. Saturn will be our new sun again.   

        NADIR ADORE  refers to Libra (Sept. 22 to Oct. 21) at the “lowest part” of Libra, so saying between Sept 22nd and 30th.   

        The ROTUNDITY roundness of   planetary bodies will not remain in shape. The diameters will not be equal.    
 

   

Late 2022, noting it is upside down to 705.BCE Hezekiah’s Winged Disk 705.BCE 2020 Canada 
 

 

Domo =  as ‘living in’ or ‘inhabiting’, the ‘year of’ or ‘the Great year of;   see this presage in SVR OCTOBRE, NOVEMBRE   
➢ FEMALE EUNUCH may well be "the Androgyne" we have all been living with  in UNDER OCTOBRE,NOVEMBRE. You saw the thermal heat 

camera shot of Hillary Clinton, the head witch, in the previous article -  no biological elements from the chest down. That would make her 
a "eunuch". For one thing she did die "under October" – in Sept. 11 2016. There is another OCTOBRE, NOVEMBRE we  faced. Nov 3. 

2. La grande Capon tout s'accommoder.  All living with the great Capon (eunuch/Androgyne)  J562 [plus Jain's 458 = 2020] & Presage 76 

1. Parle Legat du terreftre & marin = Speaking from terrestrial and marine Laws (the Living Library) which the Clintons initiated dstruction 
being the owners of chemical companies that produce the likes of Corexit, still rolling around the ocean floors and killing food chains... 

** Anna Hayes: in her book Voyager II, page 250, (Second Edition - 2002) from pdfFolio 7     10 72 KING OF FEAR DOES NOT SAY 

"Presently, the greatest threat to our global well being is not the "United Intruder Resistance" (UIR) itself, but rather our amnesia  and resulting 

ignorance as to how to handle ourselves effectively.  If we all sit around and wait for the 'First Mass Contact Landing"* to occur, to 'prove' to us 

that our ET visitors are real, by THEN, know it is too late to do anything other than seek out the nearest Guardian evacuation team. If the First 

Mass Contact drama does take place, as the UIR presently intends (anywhere between 2002 and 2009), they will have already gained full control of 

Earth's portal systems, and will be able to initiate pole shift precisely when desired via the Niburian Battlestar, the crystalline installation beneath 

Stonehenge, England, and their global network of subterranean bases located across the planet.  

Prevention is the only way to solve this drama peacefully before it goes any further.                                                    *  Mass such as at Uluru recently 
There will be a large increase in volcanic activity before the shift happens. " …   
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10 100 3 Grandes copies piffer par mer & terre, (the ‘a’ in paffer  was altered to an ‘i’) By great [Earth] forces sea and land to pass  
(#4 continues The Lusitanians (Portuguese) will not be happy thereby  
CERN’S GIANT COFFIN RIDES DEFECTED INTERIOR CORE OFF-CENTRE MADE SECRETED, PESTERER OGRES FORFEITED  
CREATOR SACRED ONES STAMPEDE GEM OFF MADE SAFE, REGRET DAMAGE TO PROP/nature IS PERFORCE ‘STRANGER 
DANGER’ a pun, IN SCORPIO TIGER 2022 CAT  2023 
this speaks of alien invasion, be it real or simulated, there is still danger involved  
FIERCEST STONHENGE CROP STAR DERO, & GRAND CANION RIPPER TERRORS CREEP REGARDING ‘SERFS’.  
the stonehenge crop circle showing the Nemesis system straddling the  stonehenge  highway 
PIRATE DREAMERS the elite (IMPRESSING CRAFTIER “FREEDOM”) TO FEAR GERM COPIES in needles & REAPER.  
MEAD’S EFFORT IS ERROR-FREE SCRIPT, ARE FIRST ORDER PAGES:   The Hidden Texts 
 IS PERFECT REASON  FOR  PAPER’S  FRIGID  FAME  GRACE : where "Paper" is cipher for Earth (derives from Birch Bark) 

o DERO, the inbred ‘left over’ Nephilim from underground & GRAND CANION RIPPER the reptilians from ancient Egypt  
o PROP means all of the biospheres of nature PAPER means Earth FRIGID FAME ice age GRACE savior of the GEM Earth  
o PIRATE DREAMERS those who are spreading Earth’s dangers thinking they are immune to those dangers  
o IS FRIGID  FAME  GRACE  means ice ages, something reptilians are trying to prevent by using the cerns. 
 

Image PHEON/St George Cross and DIAGONAL /St Andrew Cross appear on the larger planets 

 
 

  

 

We have been learning that wikidpedia cannot be 
trusted with dates. The word date here "11th " 
needs 1000 removing from it which makes it the 1st  
century. This ties in with a map which shows the St 
George Channel  between Ireland and Wales along 

with the city of Pulowondon  where London should be,  

dating the map before  the Roman Londinium.   

Caught 25th July 2012 over Canada St George with pheon cross Roman rule seems around Herod BC,  quitting  from i 410. 
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10 39  C. X  Q. XXXIX  j557 ed.    numbers in “new style” 

First son violent unfortunate relationship; brother to our sun 

Without no children two Isles in discord, two planets with moons 

Before eighteen incompetent age,  Age  here, is orbit, which changed 2013 

For the other event will take place sooner. 2015, Jan 3.   Our sun died   

before 2018  Atlas/Nemesis  Ison/Nibiru in 2015 says 1. 1. 1. and Presage Jan 3. 

numbers in “new style” ~ where the CCCC or the XXXX or the XIIII or the IIII became  CD, and XL and XIV and IV for 400, 40, 14 & 4 
Which is how I realized the comet in two particular tapestries was not Hallys. Because the greco-Roman tapestry showed the date as 

CCCC and 96 and the other tapestry discovery for the same comet, dated by Glenn Warwick which he found from the zodiac appearing in 
its lower border as 495, in March. THAT tapestry was the Hastings Battle. We know it as the Bayeux tapestry. 
My own confirmation of this date includes:  a) Cetus is back to front in the border,  (reversed in j695)  b) no gunpowder or cannon,  
yet  the Spaniards had carbines against Montezuma in i531, cannon  were used in the 100 years war from 453 & arquebus in i499,    

c) one side used Scythian/Skythian mercenaries  d) the crowns worn by the viking Harald/Harold and the viking William the Nor’man 
bastard were still rudimentary. To have been a ‘bastard’ means he was born out of Christian wedlock. 

  
Greco-Roman or Tartarian, the CCCC & 95/6  in the banner at left. Comet-dead-sun going right Hastings tapestry, comet going right 

 

 

£  2728 9 100 3 Rubriche neufue la grand nef coloreé, 
                        New trick, the great ship coloured, Eldridge 

GRAAL CHERUBIN FLEUU BIRCH/date Dec 24 to Jan 20 Birch is also Earth 

ICE  AGE  DRAGON   IEAR 

HENCE NEFAND elite FUEL CAUSE ENRICH FEUU 
FEAR COOLER ENGLAND, USA:  IS GRAND BURIAL*    
➢ GRAAL very tall willowy form of grayle with the Golden 

Cube crew, part of the Elohim Alliances 
➢ FLEW BIRCH moved Earth. Date is Capricorn 
➢ DRAGON IEAR  2024  is water dragon year 
➢ CAUSES ENRICH FEUU elite arrange the economy so no 

one else can prosper (making hay while the sun shines) 
➢ FEAR COOLER ENGLAND, USA … ICE AGE   has begun 
* "POORLY BURIED"  in  6 66 4 next page 

 

 

£   631 7 31 1 De Languedoc & Guienne plus de dix    From Languedoc and Guienne more than ten  thousand 

ARCTIC ANU USED AXLED  SO ICE AGE ENGLAND  IS UNGEODETIC (off round Earth or the orbit)  ENNUI  Always  
NELL GET GENUINE ATLAS CODES, PLUS INDEX IT  - Atlas being the Nemesis mini solar system, and yes, I have been “indexing” it 

7 24 

L'enseveli sortira du tombeau,  (a time portal user) 

Fera de chaines lier le fort du pont: 

Empoisonne avec oeufz de Barbeau, 

Grand de Lorraine par le Marquis du Pont. 

(pont/bridge/stage gate, vasacle in 8 30) 

7 24 

He who was buried will come out of the tomb,      (revenant) 

will make link connections of the fort of the bridge:  (Vasacle in 8 30 

Poisoned with the roe (eggs) of a barbell,                               (a carp) 

Great one from Lorraine by the Marquis du Pont. 

In hidden texts, Lorraine is where fallen ones reside under/use Lenticular cloud 

BarbeauLorraineMarquisPont   
BORNE/carried up  UP  LABIA MINORA  QUARTERS   Nostradamus is saying CARRIED UP TO ANDROMEDA BASE 
A SUPERNORMAL BOAT ENQUIRER :    the ship is Earth and  time travelling craft       SUPERABNORMAL ;  BRAINIER QUOTA …  
QUARREL  SUPERABOMINATION  BAR. Those of Cancer (Bar) are the Ursa Majorites (cattle mutilators & traders in men)  the Marg.id 
in ArmMarg.Eddan  BAR is also British Adversarial Registry                 UNIQUE ABNORMAL BEAR (Ursa Majorites) PORTS  AIR 

 

10 74 

The year of the great seventh number accomplished, 

It will appear at the time of the games of slaughter:    Aug  

10 74 3 Not far from the great millennial age, 

When the buried will go out from their tombs.           
as clones or the revenant 
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6 66 

Au fondement de la nouvelle fecte, 

Seront les oz du grand Romain trouves, 

Sepulchre en marbre apparoiftra couverte, 

Terre trembler en Avril, mal enfouetz. 

With the basis of the new faction, 

Will be bones of the great Roman/Norma found, 

Will appear in hidden marble tomb, or 

Will appear hidden in marble tomb 

Earth to quake in April - *poorly buried. 9 100 3 Great Burial 

                                     

6 67 

Au grand Empire parviendra tout un autre, 

Bonte diftant plus de felicite: 

Regi par un iffu non loing du peaultre, 

Corruer regnes grande infelicite.           Ruer = to buck see 9 44 

6 67 

Quite another one will attain to great Empire, 

Kindness distant more so happiness: 

Ruled by one sprung not far from the brothel  see 3 56, 7 23 

Bucking realms  planets great misfortune. 

J562 Ed 

9 44  in  - 7abc Da Vinci Meets Nostr. pt 2 

Leave, leave Geneva every last one of you, 

Saturn’s gold  will be changed to iron,   (Aug/Leo into Virgo) 

CONTRARY POSITRON RAY will exterminate  all,  

CERN 

Before the bucking [Earth]  the sky will show signs. 

 
 

endnotes 
N E S A R A  
The REAL N E S A R A  is National Economic Security and Reform[ation] Act -  commenced 1970 

With the intention of being free of any form of govern-controlled-ment–mind.             YOUR MIND 

using gold back standards which DO NOT REQUIRE INCOME TAXES.  
Recently, Wikipedia tells us [in ANY description of NESARA] there is a 14% ‘one off’ tax, which has now become  17% 
This tells me that there is a [deep state wikipedia] plan to keep government and the tax/es by scaring ppl into thinking their 
14% will be “cheaper”.  
The gold has already been retrieved from Monarchy and Vat.i.can. 
 

The FALSE one is National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act – GHW Bush enacted in 1990. 
This requires (at first)  a flat 14% TAX on all new items including your home.  
These taxes are “needed” for the running of a grubberment. They will become the mere “foot in the door”. 
Back to 1933 once again.  
With a THIRD format titled NESARA II just published. This seems to be a confusing mix and match of the original 
and the 1990 G.H.W  Bush copy. 
Using  lumin.at.i  run platforms such as G00GLE, YaHoo WikidPedia Gai, false Qanon or QAnon, even Galactic 
Federation, and front men such as Fulford, Penre, the contra.dictory “SaLuSa” (SatanLuciferSananda the false 
Jesus) Hatton, Ashtar Command or any “commander”.  
Wikidpedia has managed to combine the wording of both concepts, intermingling them in order to fool readers. 
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You will notice how difficult it is to read information from fb involving dates Antarctica is off limits for good reasons 

 

from Page 2 

 
 

"sideways from Julian kalends to  j686/7" endnotes 

 

Not forgetting the actual importance of the reason Newton was discussing the “Cardinal points of the Equinoxes and 

Solstices. Newton is speaking in the past tense “were [once] in…” indicating those were no longer in that position in 

his own day. Newton and the Shroud of Turin will appear in a following pdf forum. If you want a copy of  the original 

Chronology of Kings Amended, do not use g.o.o.g.l.e. to source its information. Write to me hiddentext@live.com.au 

heading title your email NEWTON so I will see it; and I will send you the English original, which is how Jon Large 

made his discovery, and he has made more since. 

Further to the Equinoxes (equal night and day) and Solstices (sun-standing-still for three days) – which we lost October 

2013 gaining 12 extra days in our current elliptical orbit – never to be able to predict those days again. See the following 

mailto:hiddentext@live.com.au
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Supposedly from @JFK_Q17  –  Why does he not tell the truth about our orbit? 

He speaks of control of the people (govern means control and ment means the mind) 

using the calendar. 
 

Pope Gregory changed the Julian calendar from Spring to January for fiscal reasons. 

Spring at that time was the full moon of Easter which was often in March. 

The month of July was not in his 46 BCE kalends. It was added in 44 BCE. Why? 

Now, that raises another question – how was there “room” to stick another month 

into the yearly cycle? 
 

Did our orbit change again giving extra days in the seasons? Only to lose those extra 

days the next time the Nemesis solar system arrived?  
 

Was this a reason (excuse) for pope Gregory i583 removing the harvest as a tax period 

in August and beginning the tax (fiscal) period in January so that tax collectors could 

arrive any time and force folk to pay, even though their harvest was not yet due… 

In this manner collecting children in lieu of moneys for payment. 
 

There are many quatrains which speak of money system and laws changing/ 

Hence the  NESARA WARNINGS  which follows in part in endnotes 
 

1 8 [how] Many times sun city [is] captured  

changing  barbaric and uselesss laws  

Bad times approach you: No longer to be enslaved. 

Great Hadrie will revive your veins. (New line [DNA] 

1 40 

Causing Byzantium to change its laws. (by Constantine) 

The false edict concealing madness   (removing 324 years 

the edict altered, changing money [system]  and  legislation. 

1 53 

Alas, how we will see a great nation sorely troubled 

and the holy law in utter ruin. 

Christianity (governed) throughout by other laws, 

when a new source of gold and silver is discovered. Monarchy & Vaticans’ 

1 42 The tenth of the April Calends*, calculated in Gothic fashion 
is the 100th day of the Gregorian year, &  the date  

Crowley wrote The Law of One taking it the wrong way* 

Is revived again by wicked people.**      (Vril) 

The fire is put out and the diabolic gathering. 

1 79 

Bazas, Lectoure, Condon, Auch and Agen 

are troubled by laws, disputes and monopolies. 

3 95 

The law of Morocco will be seen to decline: 

After another much more seductive: 

2 64 

The people of Geneva drying up with hunger, with thirst, 

Hope at hand will come to fail: 

On the point of trembling will be the law of him of the Cevennes, 

Fleet at the great port cannot be received. 

2 90 

Though life and death the realm of Hungary changed: 

The law will be more harsh than service: 

Their great city cries out with howls and laments, 

Castor and Pollux enemies in the arena. 

3 36 

Burned apoplectic not dead, 

He will be found with his hands eaten: 

When the city will condemn the heretic, 

He who it seemed to them had changed their laws. 

3 45 

The five aliens enter in the temple 

Their blood will come to pollute the land: 

To the Toulousans [French] it will be a very hard example 

From one who will come to wipe out their laws.[Monsanto 

3 49 

Gallic realm, you will be much changed: 

To a foreign place is the empire transferred: 

You will be set up amidst other customs and laws: 

Rouen and Chartres will do much of the worst to you. 

3 61  

The great band and sect of the cross 

“band” is the Milky Way & Cross constellation is Cygnus or Crux 

Will be arrayed in Mesopotamia:          Iraq 

Light company of the imminent river   (River is Erid.Anu 

Who will regard such law will hold for the enemy. 

3 82 

Frejus, Antibes, towns around Nice, 

They will be thoroughly devastated by sea and by land: 

The locusts (lobsters/Mantids) by land and by sea blown propitious, 

Captured, dead, bound, pillaged without law of war   (sent off in trains 

2 8  

Temples consecrated in the original Roman manner, 

They will reject the excess foundations, 

Taking their first and humane laws, 

Chasing, though not entirely, the cult of saints. 

3 97 

New law to occupy the new land 

Towards Syria, Judea and Palestine: 

The great barbarian empire to decay, 

Before the Mars Moon completes it cycle. 

4 2  

By death the French taken/caused to make a journey, 

Fleet by sea, Pyrenees Mountains marching,   tectonic plates 

Spain in trouble, militia people marching:      riots Marshall law 

The greatest of French Ladies [statue of liberty] emigrated. 

4 32 In the places and times of flesh giving way to fish, 

waters covering land 

The communal law will be made in opposition: Tellinger principle 

The old ones holding it strongly, then removed from the midst 

Loving of  Everything in Common put far behind. 

4 43 

Arms will be heard clashing in the sky: 

That very same year the divine ones' enemies: 

They will want unjustly to discuss the holy laws: 

Through lightning and war the complacent one put to death.  
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5 18 

The unhappy abandoned one will die of grief, 

His conqueress will celebrate the hecatomb: 

Pristine law, free edict drawn up, 

The wall and the Prince falls on the seventh day. 

5 24  

The realm and law raised under Venus, 

Saturn will have dominion over Jupiter: 

The law and realm raised by the Sun, 

By those of Saturn suffering  the  pyre;  Fire 

5 38 

He who will succeed the great monarch on his death 

Will lead an illicit and wanton life: 

Through nonchalance he will give way to all, 

So that in the end the Salic law will fail. 

5 53 

The law of the Sun and of Venus in strife, 

Appropriating the spirit of prophecy: 

Neither the one nor the other will be understood, 

The law of the great Messsiah will hold via the [dead] Sun. 

5 80  (from 6 2) Ogmios (Celtic Hercules/Anakim) will approach 

great Byzantium, (to remove 324 years) 

The barbaric league AskheNazi banksters will be driven out: 

Of the two laws the heathen [non believer] one will give way , 

Barbarian AskheNazi banksters and freemen  in perpetual strife 

5 93 Under the land of the round lunar globes, 

Laws that will dominate Mercury: 

The isle of  Scotland will produce a luminary, 
DESCOSSE – E, SS CODES, SEE SS CODE 
Who will put the English into confusion 

OG means Giant  MIOS  means … making water- Uranite from Urania. Uranus perhaps? 

Isle of Scotland – see very early maps herein where Scotland is divided by Loch Ness  C+F+ Ngliterra , Rlanila  & Scotia 

6 5 

Very great famine because of pestiferous wave, [chemtrails/hordes 

By long rain the length of the arctic pole:  RAINING METEORITES 

"Samarobrin" one hundred leagues from the hemisphere, 

They will live without law exempt from politics. 

Go to 3 56 and 7 23  

6 23 Coins depreciated by the design of the realm, 

And people will be stirred up against their king: 

New peace made, holy laws deteriorate, 

Paris (IS APR)  never in so severe an array. 

6 62 

Too late both the flowers will be lost, 

The serpent will not want to act against the law: 

The forces of the Leaguers confounded by the French, 

Savona, Albenga through Monaco great martyrdom. 

6 100  INCANTATION OF THE LAW AGAINST INEPT "EXPERTS"    

Let those who read this verse think on it deeply, 

Let the profane (media) and the ignorant herd keep away: 

And far away Barbarians Astrologers and Fools 

He who does otherwise is subject to secret codes 

7 36 

God, the heavens,  the divine word in all the waves, 

carried by seven red-bald heads to Byzantium: 

The anointed of Trebizond, against three hundred             

years removed?  

Prince  Ottö in 675AD brought the date forward to be 1000AD 

will make two laws, first horror then trust. 
 

8 66 

When the inscription D.M. is found,         timing June 9. 2020 

changed by Cesar later to read  D O M –     500  not  1000* 

And  ancient cave with lamp discovered,    Giants Base under Bucegi 

Law, King and Ulpian  Prince  tried (bound), 

Queen & Duke pavilion cover underground.  deep underground base 

published in Explanation of the Prefixes June 2020 

8 76 

More of a butcher than a king in England, 

born of obscure rank will gain empire through force. 

Coward without faith. without law he will bleed the land; 

I sigh. That his time approaches so close. 

9 57  

In the place of "D R V X" a King will rest, 

And will look for a law changing Anathema: 

While the sky will thunder so very loudly, 

King will kill himself at the new gate. 

10 62 

Near "Serbia" to assail Hungary 

The herald of "Brudes" will come to advocate: BLACK MAN –  

Byzantine chief, Salona of Slavonia, 

He/IT will come to convert them to the law of the Arabs. 

5 79 

The sacred pomp will come to lower its wings, 

Through the coming of the great legislator: 

He will raise the humble, he will vex the rebels, 

His like will not appear again on this earth. 
 

 

Many time Nostradamus refers to the  
“Isle/s of Scotaland/Scotland” since he 

was living in these times!  5 93   10 56   10 66 

The map to the left is during the early BCE 
Viking need for safe land, and it was they 

who got to name the “Archipeligoes”  of 
what we now call the British Isles. Except, 
those known as Viking/Raiders were there 

before  the Greco-Roman conquest.  The 

Celtique Pulowondan  that Romans titled 

London as "Londinium" appears on maps 

BEFORE Londinium does. The map at left is 

before i79 CE,   and the right is dated j 7 18 – 
during a great flood which then froze, caused   

We can clearly see Loch Ness reaches by Ison & Wormwood. Loch Ness having reaches from sea to sea 
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To Chrifts,  Church, of Canterbury 

Recall I was having reservations that a Cathol i c  Church  could 

have been established so early after the crucifixion? 

I needed to remind myself that time travel has been used  for 

eons, that the Crucifixion of a martyr was a well tried method 

of controlling the minds of ordinary folk, and from what we 

have learned so far, the greys from Sirius “paralyze gatherings” 

& give them holographic images which they believe to be true 

because they have “seen them”. Remember “epipteric” bone 

and the i80 letter from a Centurian? What he really saw on 

Palm Sunday, not being the Jesus, but a grey producing that 

image.  Because our Centurian had no epipteric  bone! 

Today I came across an image of Westminster Abbey, the old 

wooden parts of it, built & known (when date repaired) to be ca 

i 097 : a mere 17 years after i 08 0 A.D.  
Although known as Westminster Palace, it is more strictly 

titled Westminster Abbey.  

The date shown here of I097 needs the one thousand removed 
 

 
 

The S inister   1990  NESARA  The Original  1950/1970 NESARA~GESARA  

 

 

 

AND A THIRD IMPOSTER!!  

 
 

The National Economic Stabilization and Recovery Act 
The NESARA Discussion Board (studylib.net) 
Just to be clear -  the primary reason for these alerts & 
warnings from Nostradamus to you,  is to first learn 
how and why to discern the differences between the 
Copyests fooling you, by copying the originals (space 
craft included)  and by hiding those originals from you. 

Notations 
It is very difficult in 2023 to find the ORIGINAL workings 
for National Economic Security And Reformation Act.      
It is over 22 years since Clinton signed it.  
Following 9/11 the greatest head turner of all times;  it 
has become imperative to defeat those which planned 
to never allow the instigation of this Quirite Act. 

 

In Part Two of this  ‘CONNECTIONS’ Topic  there wil l  appear a  clarif ication including parts of the 
Very Original ,  yet some can already be viewed in the ST GERMAIN  pdfs on Folio 7 of the   Hidden 
Texts of Nostradamus  website.  

end not e s  

ROMAN  CAN DLES  p d f   
‘Dread Roman Candle’  
 see 6 28 1  
 
PLATFORM CRAFT  
 

 

 

£   528 6 28 1  
Le grand Celtique entrera dedans Rome  
The great Celt will  enter  within Rome 

.DREAD DANGER ENLARGED 
RECTANGLED  AND  RARE ROMAN 
CANDLES  ENTER. 
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NEXT PART CONTENTS continues with: 
FOSSILISED ~ OPALIZED ~ PETRIFIED ~ MUMMIFIED  
Evolution  of  crowns  

Pest i l ence and Plagues  each  century  
 

C+F+ 1 4 1 ALA LU SATURNINES BURNED INSANE see the three quatrains SATURNINES BURNED BY THE MILLERS   
Quatrains 5 11. 5 24. 6 17.   and  see also ST GERMAIN  Part Three  

£ 4 1 4 1 

 

 

o SEAFARERS RIVAL can also be rival  of the Eddur  Vanir = the Oannes,[ANU] who hide behind hundreds of other names. 
o VANIR RISE UP SUN other lines do say that the “Millers” “burn” the Saturnines, but which sun?   See BELLYFULL,  ESTOMACH 

ca.  1440 BCE   
705BCE Hezekiah coin – Sun Stood Still, Isaiah, Joshua 
i54 "Nova" coin not a nova 
46BCE, 44 July/Yuli Julian (iulus) Clement and Innocent, both named in quatrains 

i  10   and  I. C.      36   BCE  media &  a coin Christs:Incarnation = I C 

Vikings prior to  i79 CE – see SUNSTONE said to be found in ‘16th century wreck, which is 6th century which is 500s See SUNSTONE FOLDER 

Sanhedrin Passover,  i79 CE/AỌ DOMO cruc if ix ion earthquake at Easter,  Pompei i  Vesuv iuswas in Oktober 
100 years war and gunpowder 300s 
Cortez Peru and gunpowder  
i527   the King’s Matter, which had three women  simply  illustrated with what may be a signature of the artist beneath the date. The A 

with a D tucked inside the A.  May have been Albert Dürer,  or  Ante Diem.              The King’s Matter  had so affected the Anglican to 

the Papal world;  injecting fear of losing ones’ soul. 

Queen Elizabeth 1  and arquebus 

satanic King James 6th of Scotland also known as James  1st  of UK  of the I.601 - 11 KJV Bible 
i666,   London fire  
J676 –  676 (froze solid) all dates up to January 583 need the number 1 prefix removed, or the capital i or i i j 

Ison Dec 680-695 CE  Chronology of Weather Events was a Fifth sun, and Wormwood. Woodcut Ison & Wormwood 
December ј680. James A Marusek Chronology of Weather Events  

silver goblet J69½ 

* Hevelius, see this coded woodcut in… 
** The Triple Method. 
*** QUOD: QUANTUM UNIVERSAL OMNIPRESENT DIVINITY 
image of Tartarian globe with Sagittarius reversed 
NEWTON  and 
THE SHROUD 
map of around  j719, there is also an astronomical map telling us the similar story, same date, showing Ursa Major reversed. 

ROMAN  1,000  on a COIN,  and the lower case brandegoris   in the Mansa illustrations C+F+Mansa 

 
ł845,    Philadelphia fire 

ł871,    Chicago fire 

ł883,    Flooding 

1906    San Francisco fire 

mudfloods. James A Marusek Chronology of Weather Events PYRENEES 

WHAT DID THESE 

A New Egypt "3200BC" - Copernicus – Crucifixion sacrifice – Exodus 1486BC – Great Flooding – Hebrew Pharaohs - Hipparchus –  
Hyksos/Hittites hordes - Ice Ages - Iulius Kalends – Newton’s I689 - Moving The Shroud of Turin to safety in i694 - Otto’s New Age 

(Silver Chalice J69½) - Inquisition burning of witches – Great city Fires & Mudfloods in various centuries – Crucifixion & Pompeii  

i79 - Sun standing still for Joshua and Mayan five extra days – Vikings’ exodus – Volcanoes – Y2K – different seasons from 2013                              

All have in common? 

new moon arrived August 2022 
Rings of Saturn – new pic 

From Arjan Kuitan  the mystery of the prefix repeated within the century date. 
10 27 3 in SARAN of 7 Part 2. Here the name of Julian (calendar) is confirmed as the one of the first/kalends, by reiteration  

Un Clement, Ju les & Aƒcans recules, Clement 1st set back, the calendar (the first/kalends) Julius (Julian) & Ascanius – 

also known as IULUS   iulus = julian 
look at the J/Y closely in the original. Telling us J IS Y with CLEMENT being that pope 
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We can see this is purporting to be i785 
The capitalized " i "  is quite obvious. Yet it was 
the number 663 that caught my eye.  The very 
date in the Coptic/Adamic Hebrew/Gotique/Y2K 
reconciliation on page 17 herein. 

This needle box does have an alphabet code in the 
numbers,  which do seem to read as:  
"The gift is small but love is all",  
deciphered by Englishman Paul Wisken, and 
spotted by him on Antiques Roadshow. 

Yet, we can see other numbers which mean 
other things.  Relating to other calendars. First a 
full uncropped picture needs to be chased up. 
If I can, the results will appear, hopefully in the next pdf 

   
  

THE PROBLEM WITH THE SUFFIX A.D., SITS WITH THE 

FACT IT APPEARS NOWHERE ON ANY MAP NOR COIN, 
ALBEIT CHURCH HAS HAD A GO AT SHOVING THE 
DOMINI WORD INTO FOLKS’ FACES DURING AND 

FROM THE  j600s 

So much so, that we see j600s graves using DOM. as an 

abbreviation of Domo, yet satisfying Churches Domini. 

The reason is the same one that church burned the 

natural son of Nostradamus at an iron stake in j600. 
CHURCH WANTED FOLK TO GO TO THEIR CHURCH  

REPRESENTATIVE GOD-INTERMEDIARY FOR ADVICE –  
FOR A PRICE!  

IF ‘GOD’ WAS WAY OUT THERE IN THE STARS 
 (The main topic of Filippo/Giordano Bruno’s books), 

THEN FOLK DID NOT NEED THE CHURCH.  
AND CHURCH CERTAINLY NEEDED THE FOLK! 

FOR A PRICE!   And here is that price: 

 

This question is: 
 Why does this 
image even exist?  
 
8 80 

Blood of innocents 

widow and virgin, 

so many evils com-

mitted by means 

of the great Red ones,  
cardinals 
holy images placed 

over burning candles, 

terrified by fear, none 

will be seen to move. 
 

 

From the very beginning of these Hidden Texts, the main topic has been the “trade in men” – an off world 
agenda which has been ongoing for thousands of years.  Sadly for those who believe in political authority of 
any kind, to find their Trust broken in this way, that it is & has always been your children they need and any 
subterfuge that works for them to tax you of your kids,  will be used. The most successful tool for the agenda 
has been pedophilia and clones. C opies of people you think are one thing, but they are another.  
During the century prior to the one we live in, the exchange for children (termed legal upper case CARGO) has 
always been technology.  Something we seem to lose every time the Nemesis mini systom passes over. 
On talk-radio in 2012, I was laughed at for trying to warn people that the entities involved in this CARGO of 
trade; are reptilian. These hidden texts have gone one further – warning us to discern the real Jesus charade 
And where the “suffer the little children to come unto me” leads to.  The joke has always been on the ordinary one 
who thinks a “good shepherd” is something else. A good shepherd has ALWAYS been the one who feeds the tribe. 
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NOTE TO SELF  further details are in document  xxxxx 15.1.23 Part 2 More Ancient Dots 
£  3100 3 71 4 En plus grand faim que jamais feront mis. j562 ed They will be put in greater hunger than ever before. 

A.A. SINFUL STORMINESS/relates to Lord of the air EnLil/YHWH the Ruach/Thor  TIMES  

ASSERTION  AIMS RAISES SATANIC  MONETARISMS  PLUS  IOANNES’ (John’s)  REVELATION  IN 
JAQUES (James 1) MAJOR INNERMOST FREEMASON ISSUES KJV FAD:  PLUNGES ALL INTO SELF-RUIN 
A MISS PARQUES INFORMER  MENTIONS NORSE ELOIM GRAND QUANTUM URANITE OMNIPRESENT DIVINITIES  
AIM  A  MAJOR  COUP  VIA  ST GERMAIN,  A  NEUU AGE,   AND  VIA  TRUER  WORDS OF NESARA 

o TRUER  WORDS OF NESARA  it is the case that there are TWO versions of NESARA, one of which plans to start the TAXES 
ball rolling again and the REAL ONE which plans to negate the need for “govern-ment” 

o The guide for working with the available letters in a quatrain line tells us we can use aphesis (silent letters) and ‘q’ is also a 
‘c’ and a ‘k’  with W consisting of combining two ‘U’s.  

 

†Giordano Bruno, natural son of Nostradamus, who was forced to change his name, such was the reputation of his father 
even while alive.  We know Filippo/Giordano really was the son, because he had the Triple Method.  See in:  
https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/July-7th-2o2o-ABBA-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS-12-56-pm.pdf 

 

 

 

  
DIVIDE AND CONQUER. BOTH ARCTIC AND ANTARCTIC ANTARCTICA CENTRAL 

 

https://www.hiddentextsofnostradamus.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/July-7th-2o2o-ABBA-ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS-12-56-pm.pdf

